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Horace Vote

Viola Starr Rockport Valedictorian

Death Of Thomaston Spanish
War Veteran In Togus
Kiwanis Club Collected Enough To Pay *he
Hospital

Indebtedness On Its Iron Lung
The Kiwanis scrap drive of 10
days ago netted 23 tons of waste
paper, plus an ample supply of
bottles and scrap iron. The project
brought in sufficient funds to per
mit the club to pay in full their
obligations on the iron lung which
was recently presented to the club.
The project brought in scrap
Iron which sold for some $40 and
bottles of various sizes and descrip

tions to value of $100; 23 tops of
waste paper, made up of newspa
pers, magazines, and books sold for
enough to permit the club to pay
off its indebtedness which is under,
stood to have exceeded $600.
Monday evening at the club
meeting, drive chairman John H
McLoon was presented with a bill
fold by the club in recognition for
the excellent work he did in
heading the drive committee.

“WAR IS OVER FOR ME”

Horace Vose, 80, one of three i
surviving Spanish War veterans in
Thomaston, died at the Veterans’ ,
Facility Hospital at Togus Tuesday,
where he had been a patient three 1
months.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 o’clock from the Davis !
Funeral Home in Thomaston. Rev. |
Hubert F Leach of the Federated !
Church will officiate. Burial will be
in the Village cemetery.
He was born in Thomaston Jan
19. 1871 to Oliver Vose and Delia
(Watts) Vose.
He is survived by three brothers, '
all of Thomaston—Chester Vose,
Warwick Vose and Eduard Vose j
and several nephews and nieces.
r.......................... ■' ■ ■ ~

Private Philip Simmons Of Warren Notifies
Parents Of Badly Wounded Arm
Mr and Mrs. Herbert O Sim
mons of Warren received a letter
direct from their son, Pfc. Philip
J. Simmons, wounded in Korea
March 7, that his right arm was so
badly injured in action that it was
necessary to amputate just above
the elbow.
Pvt. Simmons wrote the letter

with his left hand, for a few year'
ago, having had his right wrist
injured, he started then to use his
left hand. The letter was not dat
ed, but was postmarked March 31
and was from the Tokyo Army
Hospital.
He requested his parents not to

- ■

■

■■

write him until they heard from
him again, for it was expected he
would be sent hack to this country, :
and that he would "be home in a
few months."
“The war is over for me," he
started his letter
Pvt. Simmons went to Korea in
January, and was put into action
immediately with the infantry. He
served cue year in the anny previ
ously, 1948 to 1949, and was re
called last October from the active
reserves.

The Program Will Include Selections By Several
Great Artists
The annual Spring concert will Baritone: Aria, Avant deQuitter
Ces Liesax, from Faust, Gounod
be presented by the Rubinstein
Richard Giles
Club Friday at 8 p. m. in the Con
gregational Church. The program: acc. by Miss Dorothy G Lawry
Tenor:
Organ and Piano:
Tu Lo Sai,
Torelli
Jesu, Joy of Man Desireing,
Les Cloches,
Debussy
J. S. Bach
Scene from Othello,
Verdi
arranged by E. Power Biggs
Dante Pavone
Siciliano from Second Sonata,
acc. by Mrs. Carol Jillson
J. S. Bach Soprano:
arr. by Steuterman
Si Si Chiamano Mimi, from
Mrs. Alcada Hall Desjardins,
La Bcheme,
G. Puccini
Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis
ScliubeTT
The Rose Bud,
Under the Greenwood Tree,
A. Buzzi-Peccia
Mrs. Florence Rendal lCros6
acc. by Mrs. Desjardins
Piano Duet:
Country Dance,
Nevin
Valtz Caprice,
Nevin
Mrs Charlotte Hopkins,
Mrs. Esther Rogers
OF THE PENOBSCOT
Baritone:
Break, Break, Break,
Stuart Ross
Going Home from New World
Symphony,
Anton Dvorak
Hills of Home,
Mr. Giles
Intermission
Organ and Piano: Water Music,
from suite,
G. F. Handel
arr. by Goldsworthy
Mrs. Desjardins, Mrs Vardavoulis
Tenor:
Silent Noon,
Vaugh-Williams
Bright Phoebus,
Hook
Bitterness of Love,
Dunn
Mr. Pavone
Piano Solo—Tendre Aveu, Schutt
BRAND NEW
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins
Baritone:
FOURTH EDITION
Cuban Love Song,
McHugh and Fields
Over 200 Pages.
Night in My Heart,
Some 300 Steamboat Pictures.
Granville English
Without a Song,.
Authentic—Readable.
Vincent Youmans
Mr. Giles
$7.00
Piano Solo:
Concert Study in d-flat,
Liszt
Postage prepaid or
The Chase,
Liszt
will be sent C. O. D.
Mrs Bess Battey Goudy
Soprano:
John M. Richardson
With Verdure Clad’, from
PHONES 1044 or 770
The Creation,
Haydn
Je Veux VIvre dans ce reve from
Available Courier-Gazette Office
Romeo and Juliet,
Gounod
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Black Bird Keep Singing,
28-tf
Cuthbert Harris
Mrs. Cross
Organ and Piano: Hail, Bright
Abode,
Wagner-Tannhauser
Mrs. Faith Berry,

These smart looking
jackets are tuned to give
you
the best looking
Spring feeling you’ve ever
had.

Smart
new
shades,
plaids and tweeds, they'll
give you that casual ener
getic feeling of smart ap
pearance.
At the office
or for evening wear—
they give you a new Spring
confidence.
And added to a new pair
of slacks, they give you
new
suit
combination.
Come in today and tune
up your appearance.

Sport Jackets
$20.00 to $30.00
Corduroy Jackets
$16.50, $20.00
Slacks, $10.95 to $16.50
Holeproof Sox
In Beautfiul Colorings

55c to $1.25
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Mis. Nettie Averill

Special Kiddies’ Morning Show

Miss Alberta Kimball and Miss

SATURDAY MORNING AT 9.30

WILLIAM BOYD
t&/WAlONG.CASSIDY" »

Carolyn Richards Class Of ’51 Salutatorian;
Alec Knight, Kirsten Streuher Win Honors

OUR
GANG
COMEDY

SERIAL
“DARKEST JUNGLE”
CHAPTER NO. 7

CHIDLREN 20c—ADULTS 36c

KNOX

PHONE 409
ROCKLAND

St. George Area Far Ex
ceeded Its Quota In the
Red Cross Drive

SARDINE PACKERS OPTIMISTIC

HIS LIBERTY WAS BRIEF

Convict Released On Technicality, Is Wanted
By New Hampshire Authorities

RUMMAGE
SALE

RUMMAGE
SALE

TURKEY PIE
SUPPER

NOTICE

All our Fur Storage and Repair Service has
A
been taken over by a Rockland furrier, LUCIEN K.

We are taking thia opportunity to thank all
our storage customers for their past patronage and

EXTRA
FIVE
CARTOONS

THE BLACK CAT

Did Smart Job

Bv the Roving Reporter
Mink coats are very much In the
public eye at present, but there
was a time—say in the '80’s when
Alaskan seal was the top notch in
Mrs. Nina Leach, chairman for g’.yle. Those who could not afford
St. George Territory in the Red that luxury were obliged to con
Cross drive announced April 2, tent themsehes with an imitation,
that this community had exceeded known as seai-plush. One day a
its quota of $404.65. But since then nian under the influence boarded
more contributions have been re a Boston street car and seated
ceived which now totals $470 Mrs himself between two ladies, one
Leach states that her co-workers of whom was wearing a real seal
and townspeople all co-operated in ..... oat and the other a seala splendid manner.
plush. The woman wearing the
Generous donations were re seal-plush coa- immediately got up
ceived from three Summer resi and changed her seat. The man,
dents—.Mrs. Eleanor Aldrich, Mrs sensing the situation, got even with
Frances Roberts and Mrs. Roscoe her by pointing at the lady beside
Hupper, and from the Baptist him and saying in • voice for ev
Churches at Tenants Harbor and eryone to hear, ’This is real seal
Port Clyde. And from the Advent skin,” and then pointing at the lady
Church Sunday School at Port who had changed her seat, ' and
Clyde. Also a nice contribution that is seal-plush!”—A. L. F.,
from the Ridge Church sewing Needham, Mass,
circle.
—o—
Classified the figures are: TenAlton Hall Blarking-ton's Yankee
ant’s Harbor including Elmore and Yarn bis adc.it the next two SunWollston, $147 07; Port Clyde, $131 I days (115 p m > will deal with
Martinsville, $65 ; Wiley's Corner Wendell S. Hadlock, new director of
$38 50; Glenmere, $16.75; Smalley the FarnsWol th Museum, and St,
Honor graduates of the class of 1951 at Rockport High School. Left to right arc: Valedictorian Viola Starr, Town, Long Cove., Willardham. Croix Lsland.
Salutaturian Carolyn Richards and essayists Kirsten Streuber anil Alec Knight.
$33.75;
Wheeler’s Bay,
$19.50;
Maine may provide the best lob
Clark’s Lsland, $18 43 Total $470.
ster but tiie palm for the largest
apparently
belongs
to Rhode
bland A 30-pounder landed by
Frank Sennett, Wakefield was ex
hibited Tuesday at Boone’s restau
rant in Portland. ”Dan ” never saw
the likes while he resided in Rock
Miss Viola Starr, daughter of Mr. val queen and D.A.R. candidate.
land.
Miss
Richards
has
been
active
and Mrs. Elmer Starr of West
A decided reversal of form (ideas,
Rockport, has been named valedic in many school organizations. Dur
ing her high school years she has
anyhow) r being exhibited by a
torian of Rockport High School’s
worked on various committees for
well known Rockland barber who
Class of 1951 by Principal Fred school plays; was a member of the
For the first time in several lieved will produce a fund of be has tackled a food diet, with aU
erick Richards.
softball team; a member of the years optimism was the keynote of tween a half million to a million rhe fancy fixin’s. He has allocated
Salutatorian is Miss Carolyn glee club for four years; and a the multi-million dollar Maine dollars A good year will see in his present clothing to stoutlsh
Richards, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. member of the band for four sardine season which opened on excess of 3,000,000 cases packed | frienc|s but Will not, part with
Roland H. Richards. Both girls are years. She played basketball four the first of this month. From here in Maine.
them immediately, as he lost only
college preparatory course stu years and was co-captain in her Eastport tc- Kittery packers, sein
With this fund to shout the 2 3-4 ounces the first three days.
dents.
ers and weirmen voiced the opinion praises of its product the future of
senior year.
—-O—
Somehow, I missed The CounerThird honor goes to Alec Knight, She has also been active in class that this hiight be one of the the industry looks greater than
son of Mir. and Mirs. Winfield work: Secretary of the class dur greatest years in the long history ever and it is also believed that the Gazette’: explanation of just what
Knight.
ing her freshman year; Student provided that the sardine herring co-operative effort on the part of the ’tramp chair” is. Would you
Fourth honor goes to Miss Kir Council, Sophomore year; business co-operate by coming to Maine the packers will stabilize the price mind obliging, Black Cat?—Arch
sten Streuher, daughter of Mr. ana committee for carnival; business shores in great numbers as they of the Maine product which in Soutar in the Lewiston Journal.
Mrs. R. G. Streuber of West Rock
some years past has fluctuated
manager for the Tatler; reporter did last season.
To the best of my ability, but It
port.
This
optimism
is
not
based
on
a
badly.
for school news, and secretaryhas been 46 or 50 years since I last
Miss Starr has been active as treasurer of the Library Club dur- hunch brought on by an early
This optimism could be seen in
aw one. It’s a steel enclosure in
president of the Athletic AssociaSpring but is based on hard eco boat yards all along the coast. At
J4-1US her senior year.
' form of an exaggerated chair, in
tfon and Library Club'Hus' voir”
nomic reasoning. For the first Portland, Boothbay, Rockland,Ston
She is also a member of the
which the victim sits with little or
has been on the softball team for
time in its 80-year history the ington and Southwest Harbor sar
Rockland Order of Rainbow for
no freedom of motion for the dur
three years, and a member of the
packers have banded together to dine carriers were being repaired,
Girls and has held an office in
ation of his sentence. Between the
Glee Club for four years. She has
merchandise and promote their improved and repowered to give
that assembly for three years. She
bars, however, he had abundant
had a part in school dramatics and
product through voluntary taxa more speed and greater capacity.
was a candidate for Carnival
opportunity
to witness the goings
has held the office of secretaryIn some spots new craft were slidtion.
Queen in her Senior year.
i on—and to be witnessed. I have
treasurer of the Dramatic Club
ing
down
the
ways
to
enlarge
the
Under a bill passed by the
Alec Knight was a member ol Maine Legislature this year each of Maine sardine fleet. Most of the!be,n promi5ed a Plcture’ wWch 1
both junior and senior years. Dur
ing her four years of basketball, the band; is a member of the Li the 40 packers along the coast will seine boats are already in the water ma-v reProdueeshe served as captain and co-cap brary and Dramatic Clubs. He has pay a 25-cent tax on each case awaiting the first sign of the
Somebody with a marvelous
tain in her junior and senior years held many class offices; was class produced this season which it is be- schooling herring.
memory, and maybe with a reliable
president
his
Sophomore
year;
sec.
respectively.
diary, can perhaps tell me when the
Other extra-curricular activities retary of class, Junior year, and vice
, old depot burned. I know it was
president
of
Student
Council
his
during her course have been: Mem
when the H M B. polo games were
ber of the Student Council and Senior year. He was assistant man
being played—probably the late
ager
of
the
boys
’
basketball
team
president of her class during her
80’s.
Freshman year; manager of the his Junior year and manager ol
Digging a trench for a water
softball team; carnival committees; the team his Senior year. He
pipe at tiie corner of Main street
girls’ athletic editor for the Tat-1 worked on various carnival commit
and Ocean street, workmen un
ler; vice president of the Library tees and was advertising editor
covered a granite wall which was
Club, and secretary for the senior of the Tatler.
Miss Streuber moved here during
laid there many years ago for some
class.
Theodore Kanpak of Concord. N. j pal Court hearing today is to seek purpose, cf which the present
She is a member of Mount Pleas her sophomore year. She took part
ant Grange, Rainbow Girls, and a in many activities; cheerleader H w’on his freedom from Maine i permission from the court to hold tenants know not. Freeman S.
. _
. .
,__ , I him until extradition proceedings Young, neighbor across the street.
4-H Club member. She was carni- glee club; dramatic and library State
Prison yesterday on a legal
.
clubs. She was class secretary in
have been completed by the Gov would like information on the sub
technicality.
Released
on
a
court
ernors of the two States.
ject from any old resident who
Marian Ginn, chairmen of ushers, her Sophomore year; vice presi
might know.
v
will be assisted by Barbara Boyn dent, Senior year; participated in order, he hadn’t taken three steps
-------- A,
Simmons College will* welcome
ton, Betty Griffith, Patty Griffith, two productions of the Dramatic outside the big doors of the peni
One years ago: Maine fire chiefs
Catherine
MacPhail,
Christine Club; attended Student Legisla tentiary before he was in custody more than 500 high school students
on
were
holding their annual meetfrom
all
over
New
England
again.
ture; literary editor of the Tat
Roberts and Jacquelyn Snow.
Capt. Edward Marks of the State Student Invitation Days at the mg in Rockland—An Owl’s Head
ler; worked on various carnival
I man, George W. St. Clair, was
committees.
During her Senior Police arrested him and is taking college on April 17 and 18.
Local students who will attend aboard the missing dragger Four
year she was president of the Dra him to Municipal Court this morn,
matic Club, vice president of the ing on a fugitive from justice war the all-day affair include Catherine i Sisters —Goldie A. MacDonald was
Library Club, head cheerleader, rant issued by the warden of the MacPhail, Rockland High School hadly injured in a fall from the
Luncheon will be on the Freshman North Haven Yacht Club pier.—
candidate for carnival queen, ana New Hampshire State Prison.
The records have it that Kanpak campus. A program of extra cur- James Stratton was rescued with
girts’ basketball manager.
escaped from the New Hampshire ricular activities will be given in difficulty alter falling into a limeNADEAU’S
Camden,
State Hospital while under obser the afternoon and will include a rock quarry.—Deaths:
RESTAURANT BLDG.
vation there as an inmate of the college fashion show by students Sidney Norton. 76; Rockland, Mrs,
Corner Park and Main Streets
State Prison where he was serving of the School of Home Economics Charles E. Wadsworth, 78; RockSATURDAY, APRIL 14
a seven to nine year sentence and a combined performance of land. Mrs. Henry Wilkie, 41;
9.06 A. M.
Later, he got into trouble in Maine the Modern Dance Club, Glee Club Rockland. Amos Peters, 75; RockBenefit Hospital Auxiliary
| land. Mrs. Martha Leadbetter, 86.
and was sent to the Thomaston and Choral Reading Group.
43-44
Prison. By varios legal dodges, he
The Lash Brothers’ Boat Yard
managed to gain his freedom yes
SATURDAY, APRIL 14
at
Friendship launched a 57-foot
terday only to land in the jail
Opening at 9 o’clock
house again in a matter of minutes. sardine carrier Wednesday after
ST. PETER’S
He refused to return to New noon for Denbow Fisheries of Lu
Hampshire
with officers from that bec. This is the second craft in
UNDERCROFT
42*45
State and has annonced that he two years which the Lash family
$1.25
will fight extradition. The Munici. has delivered to the Lubec firm.

GREEN & SON, 16 School Street.

gamut

Volume 106, Number 44.

».** per r«*»
MJ* tii month.

This May Be One Of Greatest Years In the
Industry’s Long History

ANNUAL SPRINGjCONCERT

Tuned To Top
The Nation

TEN PAGES—5c COPY

assure all that Lucien K. Green & Son will give the
very best service possible.

WANTED
Lawn Mowers To Sharpen.
Oil and Adjust
J. K. PETTEE

WALLPAPER HISTORY
REPEATS

10 ROBINSON ST.

One Roll Regular Price—Second 5c
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
We are discontinuing a lot of our Puritan Patterns
to make room for another line of papers.
Come early as we have a limited stock on hand.

SAVITT S, INC.

SEA COAST PAINT CO.

SAM SAVITT

44&47

440 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE
44-45

ROCKLAND
43*48

FRIDAY, APRIL 13
AT 6.15
(Eddie Mayo Product)

Congregational Vestry
Auspices Cong’l Men's Assn.
Benefit Bov Scouts

RUBINSTEIN CLUB ANNUAL
SPRING CONCERT
FRIDAY, APRIL 13
AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
FLORENCE R ANDALL CROSS. Soprano
RICHARD GILES. Baritone
DANTE PAVONE, Tenor
AND OTHER AF.TISTS

43-44

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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PROMISES FORECAST SATURDAY
Bob’s Going To Tell Us Who Will Win Major
League Championship

WARREN

Idltor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL!

ALENA L 8TARRETT
Correspondent

THE WASHINGTON WAY

Tel. 4t

A Launching A La Seafoods

An evidence of the reckless and irresponsible manner
In which some matters are being handled in Washington was
provided Tuesday by former Governor Thompson of Georgia
who quit as a consultant with the Office of Price Stabiliza
tion charging that "official Washington is drifting in a sea
of confusion, inefficiency, waste and extravagance.’ Thomp
son said he came to Washington as co-director for territories
for OPS. Knowing that it was impossible to have two direc
tors for the same job, he offered to resign and accept an
other assignment. But, he added, "for 12 weeks I have been
carried on the payroll as a consultant at a salary plus ex
pense account of $53 48 per day. Yet, during this time, I
have been consulted about nothing. I have had no assign
ment to do anything.”
The above is one of many thousand reasons why income
taxes are to be so radically increased.

Appointment of the Girl Scout
committee for the intermediate
troop, of which the leader is Mrs
Charlie Masalin and Chuck Rob
(By Bob Mayo)
Evelyn Kalloch, assistant leader
Opus 157—With the writing of arts of Rockland. If there have
Mrs. Freda Richards; ls as follows
ever
been
two
such
scholar-athletes
this column Mayo starts on his
Mrs. Edna Jones, chairman, and
second year in this space. During in Knox county the fact has es
Mrs. Ada Spear, Mrs. Dorothy
caped
me.
It
is
true
there
have
the past year 156 articles of vary
Overlook, Mrs. Virginia Teague
ing length have been written been plenty of athletes who won
and Mrs. Ellen Waisanen. Sponsor
more
letters
then
these
two
but
to
which told, more or less accurately,
of the troop is the Warren Parent
the sports doings of this area. If my knowledge ho athlete has
Teacher Association.
they were all put together there matched them scholastically. They
Miss Janet Philbrook passed the
would be upwards of 20 pages, and are both touched with the magic
week-end in Portland with Miss
wand
of
greatness
and
can
both
if they were placed end to end
Joan Maxey at Westbrook Junior
they would reach from here to go as high as they really want to.
College.
We
are
all
the
richer
for
them.
somewhere, though at this time I
• • • •
Earl Smith has bought out the
can’t figure where.
It has been my intention to give
senior partner in the SidelingerLife being what it is I have
NEARING MILLION MARK
Smith Filling station here, and
equal creait to all athletes regard
missed out on plenty of things and
will run the business as Earl's
less of where they came from and
Maine's population under the last census didn’t quite hit
inaccurate on plenty of others but
Service Station.
that is one thing that I have con
the million-mark, but it is gratifying to know that it is on
there are still plenty I haven’t
sistently done regardless. It Is my
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett re
the verge of it. the figures showing that the Pine Tree State
missed—
turned home Monday night from a
conviction that a great player or
has 913,774 inhabitants. Not quite so pleasing is the fact
• • • •
week-end visit with their son-inthat Maine is 35th among the States. With forces at work
It is my firm conviction that, student should always get equal
law and daughter ,Rev. and Mrs.
like the Maine Development Commission and the Maine
if the youth of America as a whole recognition with any other, re
Hubert
Swetnam and daughter,
gardless
of
his
or
her
point
of
or

Publicity
Bureau
we
somehow
ought
to
be
able
to
attract
is as terrific as the youth around
Mary Louise, in North Uxbridge
more outsiders within our attractive borders.
here, then this Republic has noth igin. Any who have been praised
Mass., and also with Mr. and Mrs
ing to worry about; Stalin had bet in this space can take it as sincere;
Fiank Drewett in Brockton, Mass.,
ter stay on his dung hill because you don’t get patted on the back
HOUSE STANDS PAT
from
me
because
I
like
the
color
of
parents of Mr. Drewett.
a nation with this brand of teen
The Maine House of Representatives did a good thing
William Davies and Kenneth
agers doesn't have to worry about your eyes or went to shcool with
your
old
man.
After
all,
there
are
Tuesday
when
it
rejected
83
to
59
a
plan
to
change
the
ap

Farris
of Hartford, Conn., passed
the likes of him. The more I see
portionment of State Representatives among the 16 counties,
the week-end with Mrs. Davies and
of youth the better I feel about only so many adjectives, and they
approving, instead, the plan to continue the present appor
family iin this town.
things in general and the more I should be used sparingly.
Among the most pleasing things
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore, Jr., of
tionment for another 10 years. Under the plan which had
am convinced that everything will
of
the
past
year
was
the
way
the
Orono,
were week-end guests of
been
presented
Knox
County
would
lose
one
member,
prob

be O. K.
• • • •
teen-agers took to the guest col
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earle
ably one of the city's two. It will be remembered that Knox
County once had two Senators.
Moore.
Perhaps you haven't noticed it umn idea. Not a one who was asked
but Rockland High is this year refused and I thought they all did
Miss Ruth Starrett and Miss
Margaret Small of Saco have been
graduating one of the smartest very well. It surprised me that
FAVORS MILITARY TRAINING
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
classes in it's long history. How do they were so willing to take the
The immediate adoption by Congress of a program for
Starrett, parents of Miss Starrett.
I know?—because anytime that chance of expressing themselves in
universal military training is urged by Dr. Charles F. Phillips,
B J. Pellicani is on a business
there are more boys then girls in writing.
• • • •
President of Bates College. "During the past several months,"
the top ten of a class, that particu.
trip of a few days at Miami, Fla.
During the past year it has been
said Dr. Phillips, "much unnecessary confusion has resulted
lar group is exceptional. Il’s not
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Lamb
from the failure ot Congress to make up its mind on univer
that the girls are less smart then my pleasure to give special recog
who passed the Winter in Green
sal military training. Dr. Phillips pointed out that he has
normal; the boys are smarter then nition to Charlie Masalin, Chuck
wood, Miss., left Monday by motor
long been an advocate of universal military training. Under
usual, which brings the whole av Robarts, Bob Leach, and Grace
for their home in this town. They
Galanti in special articles. There
6uch a program all young men would serve their country but
erage up.
will visit enroute in Stamford
• • • •
are many more who no doubt de
the period of service would be relatively short. Consequently
Conn., and Orange, Mass.
Also exceptional are Camden’s served as much attention, but, as
while every young man would find his college education tem
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie re
I said before, I missed plenty.
porarily interrupted, he could soon return to college and com
turned home Sunday from Marl
The guest column caravan re
plete his education. In this way. we would assure ourselves of
boro, Mass., where they had been
turns to Rockland again on Sat
a continuing flow of trained men.
week-end guests of her brother
urday following a tour of the
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Provinces; also on Saturday will be
bert Cadieux. They attended the
A
PRISONER
SPEAKS
a complete
and
authoritative
Jarrett-Wyllie wedding in Arling
forecast of the final finish in each
Archbishop Alojzijc Stepinac of Yugoslavia lias earned
ton, Mass., Saturday. They were ac
the world's admiration by his continued refusal to accept
major league with special mention
companied on the motor trip by
any compromise with Marshall Tito. “I do not feel guilty,”
of the Red Sox. Don’t forget, I hit
Mrs. Alice Wyllie of Rockland. The
he says And he will not swap his prison for a voluntary
five out of 16 last year which is
bride, Miss Ann Wyllie of Arling
exile which might seem to be a concession to the state's
over the .300 mark and I expect
charges against him.
ton, Mass., is the granddaughter of
to do better this time.
We hope that he continues to hold his ground. Hie prin
Mr. and Mrs. Wyllie, and the four
ciples of freedom of thought and of religion transcend nation
o’clock wedding was held at the
LEGAL NOTICE
alities. And what the prelate fights for at Lepoglava is
Congregational
Church in Arling
State Soil Conservation Committee
something that affects us all. In the long run his faith and
ton, Mass.
Of Maine
courage are bound to have their victory.
Notire Of Election Of Supervisors
Adelbert Norwood returned Mon
Actually, however, victory may be nearer to hand than
To Be Held For The Knox-Lineoln
that. The very fact that the Archbishop is able to make
day to the University of Maine, af.
Soil Conservation District
his thoughts known to the outside world, that an Associated
ter a vacation passed with his par.
To all occupiers of lands lying
Press representative can see him in his prison cell and send
ents in this town.
within the boundaries of the Knoxout an uncensored report on him, is evidence that the regime
The last chapter of the book,
Lincoln Soil Conservation District,
which persecutes him is not wholly indifferent to public
“Japan Begins Again." will be pre
notice
is
hereby
given
that
on
the
opinion.
• It’s “open season” on better
23d day of April, 1951 between the
sented at 3 p. m, Thursday after
The Archbishop has become a kind of exhibit to prove
driving . . . once our skilled
hours of 9:00 A. M. and 4:00 P M.,
that Yugoslav justice is different from Communist justice
mechanics have Springnoon at a meeting of the Congre
an election will be held for the
elsewhere. If a bad compromise is put forward today, a better
checked your car!
gational Mission Circle, by Mrs. C.
election of three supervisors for
one may be offered tomorrow or next month. Eventually Tito
E. Overlock.
Their equipment is specially
the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conservation
may decide to give up altogether and free his stubborn
designed to find and fix trouble
District of the State of Maine.
Theodore Overlock son of Mr.
prisoner unconditionally.
fast Parts are factory-engi
All persons, firms and corpora
and Mrs. Clifford Overlock is lo
May the day be hastened when "in-between” Yugoslavia
neered and inspected. And at
tions who hold title to, or are in
plumps down definitely on the side of the free West The
cated at Camp Pickett, Va., for his
the De Soto-Plymouth sign of
possession of any lands, except land
sound of the prisoner’s still strong voice is, we hope, a har
basic training.
BETTER SERVICE you can
suitable for and used as timberbinger—Boston Herald.
Mrs. Maynard Leach and Mrs.
always be sure of a job that’s
land, lying within the boundaries of
fairly priced.
the said district, whether as own
Mildred Starrett attended the Fri
Dutch Neck.
ers, lessees, renters, tenants, or
GROSS NECK
day and Saturday meeting of the
Come in and see us today for
otherwise,
are
eligible
to
vote
at
Mrs. George Winchenbach and Grand Lodge, Pythian Sisters,
your Spring “tune-up!”
Mrs.
Irvine
Genthner,
son
Ernest
the said election. Only such per
sons, firms or corporations are and daughter Lois of West Waldo children of the Village, and Miss in Portland, as delegates from
Bring in your car for an
boro spent an evening last week Lorrame Richards and daughter of the Crescent Temple, P. S.
eligible to vote.
The polling place for the election ! with her mother, Mrs. Matilda
Harold Soarle, delegate from
expert check-up I
Friendship called Friday on Mr '
will be at the Soil Conservation Eugley.
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Service Office, Post Office Building,
STATE OF MAINE
• Lubrication • Cooling System
Waldoboro. Maine. Eligible voters 1 Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mr. and
STATE PARK COMMISSION
Battery • Ignition • Electrical
who will be absent from the county Mrs. William K. Winchenbach of Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
System • Spark Plugs • Brakes
on that day may apply in person,
FEES
Tires • Fuel lines
or in writing, to Mr. Elroy H Gross, Dutch Neck were in Warren SunDay Use:
THE CALIFORNIA INS. CO.
;
day.
Election Superintendent, at the
of San Francisco
A. Service Fee,
21c per person
Soil Conservation Service Office
ASStETB DEC. 31, 1960
Federal Tax,
4c per person
James Waltz and children of the
in Waldoboro, Maine for absentee
Real Estate.
$525,730.08
Village
called
on
his
aunt,
Mrs.
ballots. Each applicant for an ab
Stocks and Bonds,
6,299,705.64
Total.
25c per person
DeSoto—Plymouth
sentee ballot shall state his Ida Waltz, one day last week.
Cash in Office and Bank, 766.543.08
Children under 12 free
name,
residence,
location
and
acre

601,101.33
Group and organized day use
25-31 RANKIN STREET
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited her Agents’ Balances,
age of land owned or possessed and
Bills Receivable,
31,62472
with adult leaders, except Sat
daughter,
Mrs
Villa
Morse
and
interest therein.
___
Interest and Rents,
29.53432
urday, Sunday and holidays;
ree'l lad lie mee *ie keew yeer
family
at
the
Village
Monday.
STATE SOIL CONSERVATION
All Other Assets,
13,459.41
Service Fee,
8c per person
tor best at the sign of
COMMITTEE.
Federal Tax.
2c per person
BETTIR SERVICE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Poland
and
George Findlen, Chairman.
Gross Assets,
two sons spent Thursday night with Deduct items not ad. $8367.698.58
Dated: 6th day of April, 1951.
Total.
10c per person
44-Th-47 Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer at
mitted.
18391.17 B. Ski Tow;
Day Use,
$1.00
$8,248,707.41 |
Admitted,
Evening (630-930), .75
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
Student Tickets*
.50
Net Unpaid Losses,
$546,672.00
• Certificate required signed by
Unearned Premiums,
school official. Not good for
3,791,088 78 j
All Other Liabilities,
343,73933 !
evening
Cash Capital,
1,000.000 00 i Overnight Use—Camping
Surplus over all Lia
A. Tent and Trailer Space: 75c per
Eight-room House and Garage, central location. All modern. Price reduced for
$2,567,207 40 j
bilities,
day minimum or 25c per per
son.
quick sale as owner is moving out of town.
Total Liabilities and
B. Shelters; $150 per day minimum
Surplus,
$8348.70741
or 5Oc per person.
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY
C. Group and Organized Camping
Modern 6-room .House. Three rooms and sun porch down, 3 bedrooms and bath
Insurance
with adult leaders: 15c per
up. Central location, one minute from Main Street.
Farnsworth Building. Rockland, Me.
person, except Saturday, Sun
44-Th&T-46&49
day and holidays41&44

General Seafoods Shipyard doesn't bother with launching ways now: they just pick them up and drop
them in with a splash. The Great Northern Paper Company’s No. 45 is shown being swung over the dock
edge by the yard's huge steam crane Tuesday morning. The steel tug weighed 13,000 pounds but was lifted
with ease by the crane assembly showing in the foreground of the picture. Later, the tug was given trial
runs in the harbor and was lifted out of the water and is now being made ready for an overland trip to
Greenville by truck. It’s a queer start in life that bolts are getting lately; launched by crane and then
taking a 200 mile ride on wheels before being put into service.

Georges River Lodge, K. of P., at- cleared from the dance and coffee
For social items in The CourierGazette Phone 1944. Cltv
tf
tended the Grand Dxige. K. of P.
at Qlover Hal,_ {he
sessions held Friday and Saturday ,
of March 31. This sum benefited
See the latest styles In Furs and
last week in Portland.
The Finnish-American Dance ‘he hot lunch program in Marren Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
committee reports the sum of $215..1 schools.
l-tf

Everyday Low Prices at A&P
Help Vou Save Willi Ease!

A«p peo5

FANCY

Get Set for
Better Springtime

libby's Corn

FOR SALE

‘--•sen's Veg-AH

STATE LAW

Six-room House at South End in $5,000. class.

APPLY TO

Corner

C. DAVIS

Drive In Early—Avoid the Rush

MILLER’S GARAGE

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
FARNSWORTH BUILDING

356 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. MAINE,

TELEPHONE 77
43-tf

(including those of
ceilings) are guaran
through Wednesday,
in this community

NONE PRICED HIGHER-SIZE 70-WHITE

4 FOR2»C

Grapefruit
Onions

Bananas

LB16
5tBBAG45t

none priced higher

cam.

Asparagus

LB 33c

Grw.-N.«i>it„iH,ji»r

pascal-none priced higher

cello p«'

AN*

Salad Dressing

33

lbs

v«nc» rip,—*>«« phc* himiw

Fla. Oranges

Celery

J

THIo», B.lk—Non, Priewl HIMwr

25

PI •»« 32

Pork Loins
Cigarettes rop

brands (priced for kaine) 5 pkgs

YUKM ASST flavors

Beverages

•

Iona Tomatoes

*°2 <*" 2Fo* 29

Peanut Butter **",WE creamy

smooth u 02 jar

Ann Page Mayonnaise •

Cookies

•

,6ozpkc

“abisco

worthmore chocolate

Codfish Cakes 2°’T0N's
Toilet Soap

wR|SEEy’S

Cot Food

lb pkg

ready tofry

10 oz cal

plastic 8AG of t cakes

CAL°

"°ST v""ET|Es

29

RIB END
CHINE END

ANv SIZE PIECE

LB

55c

LB

69‘

CENTER CUT

Fresh

• « 49

•

F,£SML» ‘R™"®

Lean Hamburg

75c

Halibut..................................... ....49

Fancy Smelts

“ s *°-'

29

41
29

Pard Dog Food

22"

Armour's Treet •

59

Pressed Ham

....

-3 "tcs 29c

•

•

»r>»ur's

Corned Beef Hash
Corned Beef

Snow's Clam Chowder

17c

Prepared Soaahetti

.................................................12 OZCAN 49

chopped

Vanilla Extract

1 LB CAN

12 OZ CAN

12 0Z CAN

4 0Z CAN

16 0Z CAN

armours

21

Swift's Prem

.

‘RM°U’’S

Old Dutch Cleanser

UNDERWOOD'S

•

.

armour s

yj

Deviled Ham

2% 0Z CAN

45c

Fresh or Smoked Picnics

” 02«» 2F0R 33

2

LB

PORK CHOPS

Vienna Sausage

ia' y oz can

6 LBS

UP TO

’« °z«*2 F0" 27f

humum—kihw w, lb pkg

010 u0THEIi robbaro

31
23

•

habisco ENGLISH style assortment 12 oz rkg

Cream Drops

qq

3 mts 32

l0*‘

Premium Saltines

]

• *° 2 “» 2f0" 39

•

Cut Green Beans

12 0Z CAN

■

•

.

14 0Z CAN

.

15 0Z CAN

’s’toecan

2

for

SUNNYFIEIO ENRICHED

Jellv Donals

Fantilv Flour

31

10BAG
lB T<lc BAG
5Lb 4<ic
AG •

JANE PARKER- PKG •> | C
ICED or SUGAR OF 6 • ~
jASk

PARKER

GOL0

GLAZED OR SUGAR
AR

Raised Donuts

.

pas of

12 37’

25

zozbot25:

*"*P«E

IT'S "NATIONAL DONUT WEEK" SERVE—

ROCKLAND, ME.
44&4G-T-49

J^C

429 Islington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

DESOTO—PLYMOUTH SALES-SERVICE

25-31 RANKIN ST.,

*0 2'J CAN

ALL prices shown here
items not subject to price
teed Thursday, April 12th
April 18th and effective
and vicinity.

Have you ever read the list of seven
baste AaP policies prominently displayed
in your store?
These are the policies that guide A&P
operations at all times.
• They are your guarantee of friendly
•ervice, quality food, correct weight and
money-saving prices.
They are your assurance that if, for any
reason, your purchase is not satisfactory,
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
The loyal employees in your AaP will
welcome any suggestions you may have for
making these policies work to solve your
shopping problems. Please write:
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores

Dog Biscuits

DON’T DELAY

J ^JL

*0 303 CAN

Customers’

Junket Rennet Powder

Requires Car Inspection This Month

2 or CAN J B-

6reen

Heinz Soups

WANTED

.

Cu» Beets

Cat and Dog Food

Farm,. 8-room House, Barn attached. Around 50 acres. Land runs to river.

2gC

• HO 303 CAN
WHOLE KERNEL

Driving Now!

Miller’s Garage, Inc.

NO 303 CAN

G-een Giant Peas

MEDAL

Flour

OR PILLSBURY

....

25 LB BAG

♦

»

2.33

[Tfles3ay-Thurs'day-S'afuf9aV

fALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE
THEATRES

•

*

STRAND THEATRE:

Today through Saturday: “Bird
of Paradise.”

|April 13—Annual Spring Concert.
Rubinstein Club, Congregational

KNOX THEATRE:
Today last time: “The Law
less,” plus “Gambling House.”
Starts Friday: “Bitter Rice.”

Church.

13—At Warren, three-act
comedy “Quit Your Kidding," by
®ie Senior Class of Warren High
School.
[April 19—Patriot's Day.
|April 20 — Women’s Educational
Club meets at 2.30 p. m. at the
Farnsworth Museum
[April 25—Film Council Meeting,
Farnsworth Museum 7.30 p. m.
[April 27—Colby College Glee Club,
and Colby Eight at the Univer
salist Church.
| April 27—Firemen’s Annual Ban
quet, at the Firehouse, Rockland
il 28-29—State Conclave De
:olay in Rockland.
| April 29—Paper Collection Drive by
Sea Explorers and 4O&8.
|April 29—Daylight saving time be
gins, ending Sept. 30.
| May 1—Composite Band Concert at
Community Building, of Rockland
Rockport, Thomaston, St. George
High School Bands.
| May 2—Colby Dinner at Hotel
Rockland.
[May 4—“The Lamplighters.’’
I May 19—At Appleton’ annual
I meeting, Lincoln Baptist Asso| relation.
[July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
I Thomaston.
I Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
I foods Festival.

CAMDEN THEATRE:
Today through Friday: “Watch
the Birdie,” plus “Holy Year
1950." Saturday only: "There’s
a Girl In My Heart,” plus
“Baron of Arizona.”

WALDO THEATRE:
Today through Friday: “The
Redhead and the Cowboy.”
Saturday only: “The Story of
G. I. Joe” also “Miss Polly.”

K

For Time of Shows
See Ads In This Paper
The directors and committee
members of the Maine Lobster &
Seafoods Festival will meet in the
Municipal Court rooms at 7.30 p.
m., Friday.

The Junior Chamber of Com
merce will meet Monday night at
7.30 in the Tower Room of the
Community Building.

Local radio fans, who listen to
the Saturday night Camel Cara
van program, starring Vaughn
Monroe, will be interested to know
that the College Salute portion is
in the capable hands of our own
Ernie Johnson, who writes all the
arrangements for both the choral
and orchestrations This work is in
addition to his many duties as
studio pianist for the entire televi
sion show, as well as the weekly
show itself.

The Weather
The lawns and fields are taking
on the green which Ls suggestive of
Spring, but the temperature is not
of the shirtsleeve variety. Looks like
a day free from rain, but don’t
gAtnble on it. Truman may have
averted World War 3„ but we bet
his left ear is burning.
The Coast Guard buoy tender
Laurel completed the setting of
the new Wooden Ball buoy Wed
nesday. It is a flashing white
lighted buoy of 250 candlepower,
is in a position 7170 yards 160 de
grees true of Matinicus Rock Light
Station. This installation com
pletes the establishing of proper
ftbyage in the approaches to Pe
nobscot Bay sought last year by
Chamber of Commerce and waterfront interests.

MacDonald Class of the First
Baptist Church will hold a mission,
ary meeting tonight at 7.30 in the
vestry. The program will be under
the leadership of Mrs. Agnes
Young. The public is invited.
t Twenty-seven members of the
engineering staff of the Maine
State Highway Commission were
guests of Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Company Tuesday. The vis
itors were conducted through the
huge Thomaston plant in the
morning and were guests of the
company at luncheon at the
Thorndike Hotel. Company officials
serving as hosts were: John Pom
eroy,
Raymond
Hoch,
James
Thompson,
Emerson
Saunders,
Beniah Harding and K. A. Ball.
Atlantic end heater with Lynn
Oil Burners, for sale; also Duotlherm Pot Burner Heater (three
room) like new. Inquire 142 Cam
den street, rear.
43’44

We have added a complete line
Colonial Candles in all the new
shades, both in plain and renansence. E. Gonia, Main street, Rock,
ij^bd, Maine.
43-44
of

“CLAYT” BITLER
WANTS TO SEE YOU
ABOUT

GOODYEAR TIRES
43-62

GAME PARTY
KVERY FRIDAY
>

At 7.M P. M.

TOWER ROOM

j

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

A special vacation Kiddies
morning show will be held next
Tuesday morning at 9.30 at the
Strand Theatre. The feature at
traction will be Shirley Temple as
“The Poor Little Rich Girl.” Com- J
edies and cartoons will round out
the program, and a wonderful
time is planned for all the young
fry (and even the mothers.) Doors
will open at 9 and the admission
for children will be 20 c.

ACME
EXTERMINATING CO.
We rid your premises of
any vermin.
For information phone

x?rvice
TO THE LIVING

In Municipal Court

Arico ls The Ruler

Robert Young of Portland was
fined a total of $10 Wednesday on
charges of speeding at 65 miles per
hour on UB. 1, in Warren. The
complaint was entered by State po.
lice-

Rockland Lodge Installs New
Officers — Appointive
Posts Are Named

Installation ceremonies were held
by the Rockland Lodge of Elks
Gilford Payson of Hope was Tuesday night, with Exalted Ruler.
charged with assault and battery Michael Arico and his staff taking
on the person of Andrew Jones of j office. The installing officer was F
Hope. Found giulty, he was fined Waldo Marshall, past exalted rul
Mrs. Charles Tillock of Talbo:
$10 and costs of court of $550.
avenue, Rockland, formerly ot
er of the Bath lodge.
• • • •
Bucksport, died Monday at a local i Willard Carleton of South Union
Arico’s staff is comprised of Carl
nursing home, after an illness oi paid a fine of $10 on charges M. Stilphen, esteemed leading
several months. She leaves a son brought by Rockland police of fail knight; Samuel K. Gamache, es
Edward Tillock of Bucksport, and ing to observe a traffic light at teemed loyal knight; Gilbert E
a daughter. Marie Tillock, a teacher the junction of Main and Limerock Barker, esteemed lecturing knight;
in Rockland for the past ten years streets.
Joshua N. Southard, secretary; C
now employed at the South build
• • • •
Maxwell Ames, treasurer and Sher,
ing. Burial services were held in I Tuesday, Charles H. Firth of man J. Rokes, tyler.
the Bucksport
Funeral Parlor Owl’s Head was fined $10 on speed
Appointive posts were awarded
Wednesday.
ing charges brought by State by the new ruler to Sherman Wil
Trooper Henry Roper.
liams, esquire; William Moores, in
• • • •
The We and Us Club met Mon
side guard; Blake B. Annis, or
day night at Mrs. Gladys Prescott's.
Francis McNamara of Bangor
ganist; and Edward M. Mansau
A surprise stork shower was given paid a fine of $10 and $2.70 costs
chaplain.
Mrs. Virginia Thomas of Camden on charges of speeding on UB 1 in
The Lodge ended the year with
She was presented a doll dressed Rockport. Costs were suspended on
254 members of which 19 were ad
in dollar bills. A delicious lunch payment of fine.
mitted during the service of the
was served, including a cake made
retiring
exalted Ruler James L
The Catholic Women’s Club, as
by Mrs. Hazel Russell. The eve
Burns.
ning was spent sewing and socially ] sisted by the Daughters of St.
Members of the Rockland lodge
Those present were: Mrs. Lucinda Bernard’s are holding a benefit
will attend the installation of the
Waterman, Mrs. Dorothea Gross, card party April 21, at Hotel Rock,
Bath lodge Friday night, the Rock
Virginia Thomas all of Camden, land. Mrs. Israel Snow is general
land group serving in the install
Beverly Boothby, Mrs. Ruth Wig- chairman. Heading the committee
ing suite.
gin, Mrs. Velzora Plourde, Mrs. are Mrs. Donald Perry, Mrs. Ar
thur
Doherty,
and
Mrs
Ray
Foley.
Marion Goss, Mrs. Josephine DeShon, Mrs. Vivian Vinal, Mis.
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Special
Vera Miller and Mrs. Hazel Rus
Junior Washable Cotton. Pastels
sell.
and Navy. Sizes & to 15. Priced
44-lt
All interested business and pro $10.75.
a*
fessional women
of Rockland,
Apartment
for
rent,
10
School
which includes women employed in
__ _ _ /
all local establishments, are cord street, 4 rooms and bath, heated.
ially invited to meet with Miss Electric stove and electric hot water
Florence Jenkins, State President heater furnished- Rent $50 a
of the Business and Professional month, payable in advance. Wil
44-lt
Women’s Clubs next Monday night liam D. Talbot. Tel. 505.
A GOOD SELECTION OF
at the Central Maine Power Com
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
pany Auditorium at 7.30. Miss
Jenkins will explain the purpose
THAT ARE IN EXCELLENT
and aims of the club and answer SALES WOMAN for FINE DRESS
CONDITION
any questions relative to organiz
SHOP
’50 Plymouth Sedan
ing a B.P.W. club in Rockland.
Must be dependable and style
conscious for Better Clothing.
’50 Chevrolet Sedan
The V. F. W. Post Auxiliary Sales mindedness, maturity and
’49 Chevrolet Sedan
meets at the Post Home, Friday neatness are important requisites.
Please telephone Only during eve
’49 Mercury Sedan
April 13, at 7.30p. m.
The Coast Guard picket boat nings (7.00 to 9.00) to discuss your
’49 Plymouth Sedan
qualifications prior to personal
38668 with Chief Boatswains Mate interview. Tel Rockland 1565-R.
’49 Chevrolet Tudor
W. H Swanson in charge, made
44-45
’49 Plymouth Coupe
an emergency run to Vinalhaven
’48 DeSoto Sedan
at midnight Tuesday to return Dr.
’48 Plymouth Tudor
Ralph P. Earle there on an emer
gency case.
’48 DeSoto Club Coupe

BORN
Packard—At Knox Hospital, April
11, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald F.
Packard, a daughter.
Paulsen—At Knox Hospital, April
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paul
sen of Cushing, a daughter.
Lewis—At Knox Hospital, April
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Emery Lewis of
Camden, a son.
Burgess—At Knox Hospital, April
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon E.
Burgess, a son—Gordon Elliott
Burgess, Jr.
Rusgrove—At Gould Maternity
Home, Union, April 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Rusgrove of Jefferson,
a daughter—Ethel Jane.
Hall—At Knox Hospital, April 10,
to Mr. and Mrs. True HaU of St.
George, a son—Glenn Edward.
Jones—At Sukeforth Maternity
Maine Chapter No. 2 World War
Home, Vinalhaven, April 8, to Mr. I Widows will meet with Mrs.
and Mrs. Wendell Jones, a son—
Keryn ap Rice Lindsey street next
Wendell Peter
Monday night at 7.30.
DIED
CARD OF THANKS
Walker—At Rockland, April 12,
We wish to express our sincere
William G. O. Walker, age 75 years.
Requiem Mass at St. Peter’s Epis thanks and appreciation for the
copal Church Saturday at 7.30 a. m kindness shown us in our sorrow
Vespers for the dead at 7 30 Friday of the loss of our dear father. Many
evening, at Davis Funeral Home. thanks for the beautiful flowers
and neighborhood basket. Also
558 Main St., Rockland.
Vose—At Veterans’ Hospital, To especial thanks to Dr. Freeman
gus, April 10, Horace Vose, age 80 Brown, Evelyn Yorke, R.N. and Mr.
years. Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock Congdon for their kindness to us.
The family of Anthony E Bye.
at Davis Funeral Home, Thomas
44*lt
ton, Rev H. F. Leach officiating.
Interment in Village Cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS
Hoyt—At Warren, April 10, Fred
The many kindnesses received
R. Hoyt, age 56 years, 6 months, 26 from Dr. Apollonio, and the nurses
days. Funeral at 2 o’clock Satur at Knox Hospital, while I was a
day from Simmons Funeral Home. patient there, wore much appre
Collins—At Arlington, Va., March ciated. I also wish to thank the
30, Mrs Belle Rappleye Collins, for.
Help One Another Circle of Kings
merly of Ingraham Hill.
Daughters for the fruit, and all j
Harkness—At Veazie, April 8, friends and neighbors. especially
Orris A. Harkness, a native of Mr. and Mrs. Kaarlo Nurmi, for
Camden, aged 81 years.
the cards, gifts, and other helpful
Will the party who called Thom things they did in my illness.
Mrs. Hulda Sulin,
aston 214 Wednesday in regard’s
Warren.
44-lt
to man’s suit please call again?
CARD OF THANKS
44-lt
I wish to extend my sincere
There will be a game party at thanks to Dr Allen, Dr. Worthing, !
the GAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday, and nurses of Knox Hospital; also
sponsored by the Civil War Me Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters.
Sisters, and Baptist Church and
morial Association.
104-Th-tf Sons of Veterans Auxiliary, Pythian
friends for flowers, fruit, gifts, and
On Saturday April 14, there will cards during my illness in the hos
be a rummage sale at St. Peters pital.
Mrs. Gertrude Weaver,
Undercroft, starting at 9 o’clock
Warren.
44-lt
42-44
Read The Courier-Gazette
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top

COMMUNITY BUILDING
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
Auplcea Knighta of Coluiobua
I-tf
1-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
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USED CARS

Maia Street

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
You've Read About It In
The Reader's Digest
Now We Have It

WARFARIN
RAT POISON
44-tf

’48
’47
’47
’47
’47
’47
’46
’42
’42
’41
’48

Ford Tudor
Plymouth Sedan
Chevrolet Coupe
Ford Tudor
DeSoto Sedan
DeSoto Club Coupe
Ford Sedan
Oldsmobile Tudor
Pontiac Tudor
Buick Sedanet
Jeep i/2 Ton Pick-up

4-Wheel Drive

’46 G.M.C. y2 ton Pick-up
’49 Chev. y2 ton Pick-up
A Good Place to Buy,

Sell, Trade or Service
Your Car.

Scrv/nqs
REGULAR LY
___-- \

u. 1«<»

/

MILLER'S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

*

25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

ENJOY

Watch For Opening Date
of

FLINT’S MARKET
But in the meantime,

HARRY FLINT is at

Jordan & Grant's Market
745 MAIN STREET
Also

His Donuts and Cheese!
44-45

STRICTLY FRESH

59c

ib.

BEEF LIVER
BACON

AN ARMOUR'S STAR VALUE!

ASK FOR OUR PRICE
ON A WHOLE HAM

SUGAR CURED SLICED

45c

ib.

PURE PORK LINK

ib. 59c

SAUSAGE

Best Center
Slices
Ib.

; Ham Butt

lb. 33c

Ham Face

lb. 39c

The Old Fashioned Large Links—The Kind You Like!
ARMOUR’S
STAR
SLICED

SHOULDERS

COOKED SALAMI

lb.

lb.

BUTTER

49c
63c

lb.
FRANKFORTS
MACARONI and CHEESE
lb.
LOAF
PICKLE and PLMIENTO

49c
49c

FRESH CREAMERY

! Ib. 69c

STRICTLY FRESH—FIRST OF THE SEASON

MACKEREL
HALIBUT
R. W. G.

COFFEE
JUICE
SOUP
PEACHES
APPLES
BEANS
HASH
GRAPE
PEARS
TOMATO SAUCE

Ib. 23c
Ib. 49c

FRESH CAUGHT
WHITE

ib.

FROSTED

77c

PEAS
2 pkgs. 29c

PINEAPPLE
TROPIC GOLD

CAMPBELL’S
TOMATO

STRAWBERRIES
12 oz. pkg. 20c

DEL MONTE
IN SYRUP

ONE
PIE

THIS WEEK IT'S

FILLED COOKIES
doz. 4Qc

LIBBY’S
CORNED BEEF

CHOCOLATE

ECLAIRS

JUICE
WELCH’S

3for 29°

HUNT’S IN
SYRUP

ICE CREAM
FRESH CHERRY

ENTER
NICKNAME CONTESTI

ROCKLAND
44-Th&S-tf

PHONE 701

TAYLOR

I CLAREMONT STREET

N. B. C. PREMIUM

CRACKERS
16 oz. pkg. 20c

HUNT’S
8 OZ. TIN

STRAWBERRY PRESERVE, pure. 12 oz. jar 31c
PEANUT BUTTER,
12 oz. jar 29c
DONALD DUCK

CANDY STICKS
20 STICKS INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

ROCKLAND, ME.

wants you to

1-tf

KERNELS OF PURE DELIGHT!

nickname

POPCORN — PEANUTS — COCOANUT

her baby

KO-KO KRISP lge-pkg’ 29c

in M-G-M's

"Fathers
Little
Dividend”

SERVICE

Ambulance Service
i-tf

G. A. R. HALL
5.00 to 7.00 P. M.
(Auspices Sons of Union Veterans
Auxiliary)

‘■i

ELIZABETH

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SATURDAY. APRIL 14

* noil %

14 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Public Supper

BAKED PEA,
KIDNEY, Y. E.

LLOYD'S, INC.
646 MAIN ST.,

enter the hospital for surgical
treatment.
Albert Bunker is home with his
Ivan Philbrook spent the week
new boat which was recently com
end with his family in Rockland.
pleted.
Mr and Mrs. Wilmer Ames went
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ames to Rockland on business Monday.
are going to live in the Charles
Anderson camp this Summer.
Rowland Ames has recently re
turned from the mainland.
Mr. Joyce has arrived at his
home here after spending the Win
ter with relatives in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young
w’ent to Rockland Saturday.
Mr. O'Reilley went to Vmalhavven Saturday returning Sunday by
plane.
Merrill Young has arrived at his
home here and will go lobstering
soon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ripley are m
Rockland where Mr. Ripley will

MATINICUS

OIL BURNERS
RANGE BURNERS
POWER BURNERS

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
33-tf

BULBS

*15,000.00 in

Prizes!

227 PRIZES IN All! SET TOUR CONTEST
ENTRY BLANKS HEREI

£4 for
41c

GREYHOUND
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU

STATE NEWS COMPANY
PHONE 563-R

H ItlElM UNI CtDPtNS

OUR SPECIAL THIS WEEK
43-45

GLADIOLUS—From Holland
BEGONIA—From Belgium
LILY—From Holland

KETCHUP S?
CORNED BEEF

12oz.bot.
12 oz. tin

21c
39c

THE PERRY MARKETS
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
Banquet And Letters THOMASTON, UNION TO NEW YORK
55 CAMDENITTS ^WASHINGTON Rockporters
MAROON
AND
WHITE
BANDSMEN
Were Feted By
——........ .
Benner,

Waldoboro Honors

Newbert. Starrett.
Eugley All “A" Students
For Past Semester

rSri±Hmc'd„t#ZrdS Seniors 0< Two Schools Travel Together On
Trip Starting Sunday To Be Made By Busses M±
and Elected Captains
Annual Pilgrimage To Nation’s Metropolis >
Thursday night, April 5. the an
and To Include New York and Gettsburg

Honor Roll for third quarter:
Senior Class
All A's: Sara Newbert. A's and
B's: Benjamin Ames, Madeline
Davis, Marilyn Gross. Constance
Randolph. Dollena Rector, Joan
Robinson.
Junior Class
All A's and Bs': Philip Lee, Betty
McNally. Nancy Moody.
Sophomore Class
All A's: Marilyn Starrett. All
A's and B's: John Black, Ralph
Davis, Jr., Nancy Eugley, Willis
Johnson. Mildred Prior.
Freshman Class
All A's: Robert Benner and
Ernest Eugley. All A's and B's:
Betsy Bryant, Louise Cook, Beverly
Phipps. Wayne Pinkham, Harleen
Sidelinger.
Parents of the all "A" students
are as follows:
Sam Newbert: Mr. and Mrs Ber
nard Newbert. Waldoboro.
Marilyn Starrett: Mr and Mrs.
Ralph L. Starrett. Friendship.
Robert Benner: Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Benner, Waldoboro.
Ernest Eugley: Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Eugley, Waldoboro.

Shorthand Awards
The Rockland senior shorthand
students who have passed their 100word test are Dorothy Fowles.
Wanda Bradbury, Mary Cates, Ne
va Cuthbertson, Joan Clough and
Aiudrey Hooper. Audrey Hooper
has passed her 120-word test.
The Juniors who have passed
their 60-word test are Mary J.
Glendenning, Marion Cole, Carol
Elwell, Alta Harmon, Christine
Naum. Louise Allen, Maude Nelson,
Joyce Rice and Dianne Merrill.
Louise Allen has also passed her
60-word test-

Rockport High bandsmen are sporting new uniforms too, in com
pany with St. Geeorge and Thomaston. The new outfits, modeled by
Janice Garrison and Marvin Welt, are maroon with white trimmings
and topped with maroon military service caps with white piping and the
name of the school in white. Members of the band will appear in the
composite school band which will give a concert at Rockland Com
munity Building May 1 under the direction of Vere B. Crockett and guest
conductor, Warren S. Freeman, dean of the College of Music at Boston
University,

R.H.S. SENIORS OFF FOR CAPITAL
Forty-One Making Trip By Rail With Visits To
New York, Baltimore and Naval Academy
Rockland Seniors leave Sunday
They will arrive in Boston at
afternoon on the 5.20 train for 10.25 p. m.. and leave for New
their trip to the nation's capital. York at midnight, where they will
They are the only class in the arrive at 6.20 a. m. They will leave
for Baltimore an hour later from
area making the journey by train
where they will travel to Washing
this year. Others are employing
ton by bus. Stops will be made at
chartered buses for New York and
Fort McHenry and the Franciscan
Washington trips.
Monastery.
A total of 41 students are to
Tuesday and Wednesday will be
make the trip under the chaperspent in visiting the various spots
onage of Mr and Mrs. Arnold Mc
, of interest in Washington and in
Kenney, approximately one half ol Ja visit to the Naval Academy at
the members of the class.
Annapolis.

Q|

In Washington, they will be
quartered at the Lafayette Hotel.
They will
leave Washington
Thursday at 9 a. m., and arrive In
New York 2 p. m„ where they will
stay at the Hotel Taft. Thursday
evening, they will attend a show
at the Music Hall Theatre.
Friday, will be spent on person
al Tours and conducted tours of

z

Camden High
School Senior
Class, 55 in number, will undertake
the annual educational tour of the
coastal states as far south as
Washington, D. C. during the week
of April 15 to 21. The group will
travel in two chartered buses, thus
affording a broad view of the
countyside.
The group, chaperoned by Prin
cipal Carlton P Wood, Miss Helen
McCdbb, and Mrs. Stanley Frye
will leave Camden Saturday, and
will stop overnight in Bridgeport
Conn.
The party is to arrive in Wash
ington. Sunday, registering at the
Hotel Plaza Sunday evening they
will see Washington at night and
visit the Congressional Library
Monday, Tuesday and Wednes
day will be busy days. Tours
through the Capitol Building, Su
preme Court, Folger Library, Na
tional Gallery of Art, the Smith
sonian Institute, the Bureau of
Printing and Engraving, the FBI
Crime Laboratories, the National
Cathedral, the Lincoln, Jefferson
and Washington Monuments, Ar
lington National Cemetery with its
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier the
Custis-Lee Mansion, historic Alex
andria, and Mt. Vernon. The group
will also visit the National Zoolog
ical Gardens, Rock Creek Park and
the Tidal Basin.
Wednesday, the party will go to
Gettysburg, and visit- the battlefield
on Thursday. In New York the
group will tour Radio City, go to
the Music Hall. Planetarium, Muse,
urn of Natural History, attend a
broadcast, visit the department
stores, the Wall street area, the
Statue of Liberty, and make a rub-

Radio City, the National Broad
casting Company radio and TV
studios and a tour of downtown
New Ycrk.
They will leave for home at mid
night Friday and arrive home at
4.35 p. m., Saturday, probably a
thoroughly exhausted but com
pletely happy group for having had
the experience.
Those making the trip are: B.
Staples, .1. Steven-, B. Raynes, D.
Scarlott, P. Sulides, J. Baggs, R.
Baum, S. Reed.
D. Preston, E. Newhall. B. Kaler,
N. Grant, D. Makinen., B. McLain,
E. Mosher, R. Robarts, R. Brack
ett and D. Stein.
V. Economy. C. Huntley, C. Ed
wards. B. Knowlton, E. Spear, C.
Cavarsan, V. Young, M. Sherman,
A. Hooper, J. Clough, C. Harriman
and D. Fowles.
N. Leach. N. Cuthbertson, P.
Priest, P. Munroe, B. Libby, J.
Cuthbertson. R. Dow. D. Ingerson,
P. Springer, G. Thompson, J.
Dugan.

Notes All Schools

Camden—The Speech Club met
on April 6, with Ken Hardy presid
ing. Guest speakers were Mr. and
and Mrs. Cary Bok. who spoke on
their trip to the Arctic in 1935. Mr.
Payson’s third-period Freshman
English class also enjoyed the ed
ucational and Interesting talk. The
Bok’s had numerous pictures, guns,
maps, etc., which added much to
their travelogue.
Tnomaston—The seventt grade
pupils who had perfect attendance
the last nine weeks were: Norma
Clark, Nancy Proctor, Julie Shef
field. Katherine Sheffield, Avard
Sabien, Miles MacMillan, David
Stone.
Roekland—Rank cards will be
distributed at the close of school on
Friday.
Camden—The boys' and girls'
basketball teams and their coaches
and cheerleaders were honor guests
of the American Legion at a ban
quet at the Snow Bowl on April 11
Thomaston—Roberta Mayo and
Warren Whitney, Junior Prize
ASH POINT
The Ash Point Mother's Club is Speaking winners, wnet to Gardi
having a card party Friday, 7.30 ner Wednesday to attend the Spear
Speaking Contest.
p m. at the School House.

nual high school basketball banquet
was held by the teams' mothers.
berneck tour of the city. It is
Guests included team members;
planned to end the trip by attend
ing the Eamum & Bailey Circus at cheerleaders; coaches. F. Suther
Madison Square Garden. The group land, and Mr. and Mrs W. Judkins;
will leave New York on Saturday Mr. and Mrs. F. Richards; Miss
to return to Camden.
Madelyn Webber; Mr and Mrs.
Milford A. Payson, member ol Charleton Daucett. Russell Staples,
the faculty, will act as the tour Vernon Hunter and toastmaster
conductor, he having acted in that Gerald Richards.
capacity for the past four years
After a delicious meal of chicken
Milton Christie, president of the pie and fixings, topped by home
class, is in charge of the tour ar made ice cream and cake, there
rangements.
were speeches and songs. The
musical entertainment was fur
nished by Miss Webber.
Speakers were: Coaches. Mr.
Comedies Will Be Shown On Sutherland and Mr. Judkins: girls’
co-captains. Carolyn Richards and
Thursday and Friday At Viola
Starr; boys’ captains, John
Watts Hall, Thomaston Cavanaugh;
head cheerleader, Kir
The annual one play showings sten Streuber and guest, Vernon
at Thomaston High will take place Hunter.
Friday night at 8 o’clock at Watts' The presentation of awards was
Hall. The major showing will be by Mr. Richards. Basketball mem
preceded by a student matinee at bers receiving awards were: Bars.
1 p. m., Thursday; also at Watt-s j Seniors. Viola Starr. Carolyn Rich
Hall.
ards. John Cavanaugh: Juniors,
The Freshman class is to present Elsie Andrews. Elinor Ausplund,
'Of All Things;" the Sophomores, Judy
Gray.
Arlene
Jenkins.
"Tom Sawyer Wins Out” and the Bill Lermond and Gerald Thibo
Juniors, 'Teacher’s Pet.”
deau; Sophomores. Marilyn Gray,
The plays are under the direc Dottle Richards and Mervin Welt.
tion of Mrs. Gardner, Mr. Connors, Letters: Seniors, Walter Lermond,
and Mrs Goddard who are coach Alec Knight; Sophomores, Evelyn
ing the Freshmen, Sophomores and Douglas, Phyllis Simonton, David
Juniors respectively.
McPheters, Ralph Thorndike, Bill
Spear; Freshmen, Carol Jones and
Barbara Thorndike.
Numerals:
Hildred
Robinson,
Rockland—The teachers on noon Dotty Staples, Richard Cash, Alden
duty this week are Mrs. Pitts, Mr. Davis, Richard Deane, Danny Gross
Plummer and Mr. McDougal.
and Roland Nutt.
Thomaston—The Freshmen, So- , Cheerleaders were awarded let
phomore and Junior Classes are , ters this year. Receiving awards
rehearsing the one-act plays which j were Kirsten Streuber, Josephine
are to be presented April 13 at Sylvia, Edith Brewster and Ber
nice Grey.
Watts Hall.
A surprise event was the an
Thomaston—Mr. Libby recently
nouncing of the newly elected cap
took the class to Augusta to hear
tains for next year. The girls have
the Legislature in action.
again elected co-captains, Elinor
Rockland — Miss Mary Morris, Ausplund. '52 and Doris Richards.
president of the National Class '53. The boys elected Bill Lermond
room Teachers of America will ad- | of the class of '52.
dress the members of the Rockland
Thomaston — The Girls' Glee
Teachers Association in the High
School auditorium April 25. Guests Club is working on ' The Hammock
will include the teachers in Knox Song” and "Hi Ho, Sing Gaily,”
which they will present at the
County.
Thomaston—The band and ma- ! Spring Festival.

THS One Act Plays

Notes All Schools

jorettes are practicing for
Spring Festival in Brewer.

the

Rockland—Jean Moran and David
LeGage represented Rockland High
School in the Spear Speaking Contest which was held at Gardiner
Wednesday evening.

Thomaston and Union Seniors
leave at 9 a. m. Sunday by Grey
hound bus for their annual pil
grimage to New York City. The
trip will last out the week wi'.h
tourists expected to arrive home in
the
early hours of Saturday
morning.
The Union group, which will be
under the guidance of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Rich, will stay at the Ho
tel Taft. Thomaston’s group, chap
eroned by Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Viatones, will make its headquar
ters at the Hotel Bryant.
While the groups will travel to
gether to and from the metropolis
they will follow different paths
while there. Each school has cho
sen its own tours about the city
both of which give at least a day
of free time in the city.
Tours will include trips to the
Statue of Liberty, Radio City and
about Manhatten, plus stage shows
and dinners at famous restaurants.

Thomaston will wedge In a three
hour yacht trip about New York
Harbor in their schedule.
The Thomaston group will be
comprised of:
Alfred Johnson, Carl Rickards,
Vera Pease, Oke Meklin, Jackie
Elliot, Roger Libby,' Donald Thorn
dike, Paul Starrett, Wendell HenW
derson, Robert
Feyler, Evelyn
Bean, Sally Gillchrest, Edward
Vinal, Hilma Matson. Richard
Stone, Raymond Wallace. Richard
Glidden. Shirley Putnam, Durant
Sheffield, James O'Neil, Audrey
Young. John Mills.
In the Union contingent there
will be:
Sylvia Farris, Carleen Hanson,
Elaine Robbins, Faye Austin, An
nie Moore. Bliss Fuller, Jr., Dotifi
aid Cramer, Henry Waters, Walter
Lind, Esten
Peabody, Dwight
Howard, Ronnellow Moore, Allan
Martin, Elaine Rowell.

R. H. S. JUNIORS IN MINSTREL HIT
Bill Pease Enterlocutor Of Lively Show
Night, Dixieland Six Hot Stuff

The Juniors of Rockland High
! School presented
their annual
minstrel show in the auditorium
Wednesday evening, drawing a
i good attendance for the well pre1 sented entertainment.
I Chorus members of the lively
show coached by Mrs. Ella Gat
combe were, Tita Provencher, Ar
lene Cooper, Chris Naum, Dianne
Merrill, Verna
Valenta, Chris
Galant. Elaine St. Peter, Priscilla
Skinner, Carol Russell, Sandra
Perry, Chris Roberts, Janet Stone
Mandy Tootill and Bea Reed from
Room 21.
Room 18 home room students In
the chorus were, Isabel Firth, Ann
Ludwig, Faith Melvin, Jeanne iott
Mary Glendenning, Barbara IIvonen, Jcannine Leach, and Alta
Harmon.
Singers representing Room 19
were, Alice Crie, Gloria Bohn, Bar.
Thomaston—The French Club at bara Bay, Sylvia Davis, Edith Den
tended the movie ‘Quebec” at nis, Patricia Bisbee, Helen Harris.
Alice Caven and Betty Adams.
I Rockland.
; Rockland—A preview of the Junior' Boys making up the ends men’s
. Class minstrel show was held dur circle and appearing in feature
ing the last part of the sixth period specialties wer: Bob Annis, David
Bird, Bob Gardner, Emery How
on Tuesday afternoon.

Last

ard, Lawrence Hatch, Maynard
Bray, Bill McLoon, Carl Gray, Pe
ter Surek, Bill Pease, John Ware,
Justin Cross, Maynard Bray and
George Hooper.
The Dixieland Six furnished mu.
sic for the show, opening with the
tune "I'm Sitting On Top of Tb%
World.”
Peter Surek and Sandra Perry
appeared in a specialty song and
dance act which was a feature of
the show, as was that of Beatrice
Reed and George Hooper.
A banjo and accordion specialty
was presented by John Ware and
William Pease. Carl Gray appeared
as a soloist, singing "Tuck Me To
Sleep.” A specialty, ''Lullaby of
Broadway” was given by Janet
Stone as one of the closing fea
tures of the show.
Members of The Dixieland Six,
who really “hot" in their music
were. Bill Gould, Charles Sewall,
Francis Bates and Ted Strong with
Janet Stone at the piano.
Bill Pease kept things rolling
along in his role as interlocutor to
turn out a really good show.

CHEVROLET/

America’s Largest and Finest
Low-Priced Car!

HERE’S A

</>
SPACE MAKER
MODEL NB-8

REFRIGERATOR
A big 8.1-cu-ft G-E Space Maker that ac
tually holds 4 more food than most refrig
erators now in use ...yet occupies no larger
floor area!

co

Packed with wonderful food-saving fea
tures! Big stainless steel freezer holds up to
24 lbs of frozen foods and 4 ice trays! New
Redi-Cube ice trays! Permacolor shelveel

ONLY

s13

50

Monthly

after down payment
or $249.95 cash
No other manuiatiurar tan
equal C.

I.'i tervke rttordl

Th. StyMia. 0. in. 4-Dmk Snfcn
(Cowwatlo. W
Vw MnVat-J . d«n.di. n

Yes, LARGEST...

Yes, FINEST...

and rhe forts spaak for fhemse/ves

and here are the plain-spoken reasons

H'» LONGEST in the low-price field, a full 197% inches of spirited

FISHER BODY QUALITY, renowned for solid and lasting good

action and clean, sweeping fines. It's HEAVIEST in the low-price
field, a staunch and solid 3140 pounds in Ihe model illustrated.
It has the WIDEST TREAD In the low-price field, a road-taming
58% inches between centers of the rear wheels. Longer, heavier,

with wider head ... that’s the measure of Chevrolet’s rock-solid
value . . . big in looks, big in handling and riding ease, big in

rood-hugging performance. Why settle for less than

a

Chevrolet

. . . when Chevrolet is the lowest priced line in the low-price field.

ness.

UNITIZED

KNEE-ACTION

RIDE,

smooth

POWER
42&44

AINE
OMPANY

and gliding.
al

VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE ECONOMY, spirited performance

lowest cost. PANORAMIC VISIBILITY, with a big curved wind

shield and large window area. JUMBO-DRUM BRAKES, biggest
in Chevrolet’s field. SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT

PANEL, wM

shielded instrument lights. POWERGLIDE AUTOMATIC TRANS

MISSION, billion-mile-proved, combined with 105-tup.
head engine optional on De Luxe models ot extra cost

Good reasons why MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

CENTR

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

*
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Nadeau’s Restaurant, A Show Place

Page

The Juniors’ Annual

FIvl"

DELIGHTED BY CHILDREN S PLAYS

Children Of First Baptist
S. S. Present Elaborate
An Entertainment Which the Large Audience
Program

Will Not Soon Forget

The annual party of the Junior
Department, First Baptist Church
School, was held last Friday night
A great interest in children’s pon buds and white fences. Those
in the vestry. There was a large plays was shown by the large num-j taking par were Patricia Sweeney,
attendance of boys ar.d girls be ber which came out to the play, Winter; Betty W.lliamson, Snowtween the ages of 9 and 12 years, "Kingdom of Make Believe" Thurs. drop; Sandra Strickland, Crocus;
along with their parents and rela day nigh: at Rockland High Schoo! ' Ann Savitt, Spring; Joan White,
First on the program was the The Morning Sun; Kendall Mertives. The following program was
Easter Fashion Walk, directed by; riam. First Farmer: Marshall Mer.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Cummings
presented by the department:
Mrs. Dorothy MacPherson. The J riam. Second Farmer: Margaret
Mrs. Richard Havener was given
--leave Portland Thursday for Bos
Welcome, Mrs. Ada Ames, super
audience found much eye appeal Fish, Jonquil; Barbara Trenholm,
ton. Mrs. Cummings will continue a surprise stork shower last nigh:'
intendent of Junior Department.
Hyacinth; Cynthia Sherman, Lily;
on to Alexandria. Va.. where she will at her home on Broadway, with
Piano Solo, To a Little Rag Doll, and pleasure in the Fashion Walk
as the tiny models, hand-in-hand, Dorinda Coughlin. Summer; Helen
visit her sister, Mrs. Ray Hcpkins, Mrs. Donald Calderwood, Mrs
Mary Cole
Doherty, Jack in the Pulpit; Betty
for several weeks Mr. Cummings Raymond Fogarty and Mrs. Charles
Introduction of teachers in De- made their appearance. The young
Withee Columbine; Nancy Grif
gentlemen
wore
smart
looking
^will attend a Nation Wide meeting Call hostesses. Mrs. Havener re
partments: First year, Mrs. Eliza
fith. Rose: Joan Scarlott, Autumn;
suits
with
a
red
boutonniere.
The
at the University Club and then ceived many lovely danty gifts. In
beth Davis Mrs. Albert Mills and
Barbara Brazier, Cosmos; Shirley
little
ladies
modeled
their
adorable
will return to his work in Portland. vited guests were: Mrs. Carl Stil
Charles Sewall; second year, Mrs.
Easter dresses. Many hearts beat Micue. chrysanthemum: Margaret
phen, Mrs.
Myron Cummings
Florence Young and Donald Tay- •
Marcia
faster as the young girls made a Boothby. Sr.ow Flake;
A surprise birthday party was Mrs. Francis Havener, Mrs. John
lor; third year, Mrs. Reta Coburn
courtesy to her partner and ac Jones, The Year; Wendell Merri
held Sunday at the home of Mr. Gardner, Mrs. Russell Abbott, Mrs
and Albert Mills.
cepted a lovely colonial bouquet. am, Marshall Merriam. Raking the
and Mrs. Prank Baudanza, Trinity Toivo Suomela, Mrs. Walter Gay
Twenty-third Psalm, unison.
The flowers were a special gift Leaves.
street for their daughter Sandra on Mrs. J. Webster Mountfort, Mrs
Prayer offered by the pastor,
from Silsby’s Flower Shop. Those
her eighth birthday. Guests were Robert Gregory. Mrs. David Bu
Also novelty song number by
Rev. J. C MacDonald.
were:
Margaret Mabie Foster, Marcia Jones, Allie
Mrs James Landman and sons chanan, Mrs. Elmer Bird III, Mrs
Ten Commandments, Mary Ann participating
Boothby, Anna Coughlin, Diane Gray. Betty Withee. Shirley Micue
Jimmy and Mickey, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ellingwood, Mrs. Roy Ja
Wood.
Morse, Verna Studley. Mary Bird. and Margaret Fish Also a dialogue
Karl Tall and children Marilyn, cobs, Mrs. John Karl, Mrs. Charles
One of the finest restaurants and snack bars in the coastal area was opened this week in Waldoboro by
Piano solo, ‘‘Carry Me Back to
Beverly, Eva and Karl, Jr., Mr. Bicknell, II, Mrs. Albert Havener Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau, former Rockland restaurant operators. The new establishment is on Route Qld Vrginny •• pj-eddie Stoddard Betty Bird, Jerry Sylvester, Jane "The Child and the Tree” Judith
^and Mrs. Ed. Mathews, Nancy and Mrs
’ ~,lnd,,. Bnwll «tt9W Segal, Judy Segal, Ronald Mur Marr, child; Betty Williamson,
Mrs. Huch
Hugh Ber.er.
Ber.rer. Mrs. Charles 1 at the Junction of the main entrance to the town. A law posted structure, painted white, it is typical of _ jta
o.
phy, John Stratton, Peter Mon tree.
Bobby Cross, David and Dolly Jillson, Mrs. Maurice Miller, Mrs Maine and has an inviting appearance. 'Inside, the dining room and snack bar glisten with chrome furnish- Kecnauon, oui ... rtu
ings with chair and booth upholstery in gray leather. Broad windows give diners a full view of the countryside
Greetings, Ansel Young. Sunday
son, Kendall Merriam, Marshall
Hall, Allie Gray, Frank Baudanza. Joseph Pietroski and Mrs. Clyde while soft colors used in the decorative scheme blend the whole into a pleasing atmosphere.
Last on he program was a pa
School Superintendent.
Merriam.
Danny Post, Darryl Dob geant. "The Cross." Those partici
Jannine HiU, Scott Gray, Linda Pease of Rockland, Mrs. Grevis
Story of Ruth and Naomi in coscimniiPV
n ni 11
Baudanza. Games were played with Payson, Union, Mrs. William T
SWAN’S ivi
ISLAND
tume, girls in Mrs. Young's class bins, Charles Blaisdell, Eddit pating were: Betty Williams, at the
nes from an out of State Busifirst prize going to Beverly TaU and Smith, Jr., Thomaston, Mrs. HarryWalking in the woods Sundaj-. Books of the Bible, memorized, Small. Ernest Harrington. Skipper cross; Donna Poulin, angel; Bar
College may be considered only
McRae.
fMickey Landman for pinning the Paterson and Mrs. James Pater
bara Trenholm, the crown bearer;
an adveraisement, but all these morning, Elmer Davis, a lobsterI department.
Among those taking part in the Troop 11. "Old Rugged Cross."
tail on the donkey Many nice son, Tenant’s Harbor, Mrs. William A Rockland Mother Voices courtesies are what makes gradu fisherman, found a doe unable to
Chalk talk, Mr. MacDonald, paswedding scene was Gail Wedlock
gifts were received and a happy Robinson, South Thomaston and
Directed by Mrs. Dorothy Mac
Her Appreciation Of the ation so memorable an occasion, get up. Davis with six small chil- tor.
as the bride. Her gown was made Pherson, who was presented a cor
time was had.
Mrs .Richard Spear, Camden.
dren,
could
have
used
some
fresh
Solo.
Old
Rugged
Cross,
Betty
the
rewards
of
a
job
well
done
and
Donors’ Favors
of white pique and lace. She wore sage by Troop 11; pianist, Mrs. Ed
appreciated by the public in gen meat. Instead he patted the ani- Brann.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lord and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ellis and chil
Rockland, April 11.
mal speaking softly. The creature i Piano solo, “Fox Hunt," Betty- a white coronet and. flowing veil. win Scarlott; a sisting committee.
eralf daughters Jane and Gloria re dren Lee, Betty Jean and Nancy Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
She carried a white colonial bou Mrs. Blake Annis. Mrs. Albert
In return, our graduates must sensing a friend, became as docile Brann and Mary Cole,
turned Tuesday from a week's visit Ruth of Argyle, Me., were week
Sally Morse, bridesmaid Trenholm. Mrs. Donald Coughlin,
I wonder if the general public surely realize the debt they owe to as a dog. Davis loaded her in a ] Story of Naaman and Little quet.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
wore
a
powder blue organdie ana and Mrs. Claire Mon.-on.
is aware of the many courtesies the public, not to an individual, truck and brought her to his shed,! Hebrew Girl, acted by girls in Mrs.
William Mills in Parkchester, N. Y. Cowan and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
net gown, a blue tier and carried
Ushers were: Miss Janes Stewart,
extended to the members of the not to Father, or Mother, but to he kept her there until Monday Coburn’s Class.
Hanson.
a pink colonial bouquet. Susan Diane Spurling, Sonia Dobbins,
graduating class in our city and the United States of Amreica for morning. The Sea Wind took her to
Recitation. ‘With Pure Devotion,"
The Rockland Junior Women's
Morse, bridesmaid, wore a pink taf- Janet Bi-bee. Donna Sylvester, Pa.
surrounding communities?
Club met at the Farnsworth Muse
the foundation of an education. As McKinley, where a game warden Priscilla Curtis.
UNION
A 1OFF discount from a local clo the parent of a "sweet girl gradu transported her to the University
Solo, Onward Christian Soldiers. feta gown, pink tier, and carried tricia EU5ee. stage llght by Rog.
um Tuesday evening with the
blue colonial bouquet.
er Young.
Damariscotta Junior
Women's Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler and thier is no small matter and surely ate” I am beginning to appreciate of Maine for observation.
Skippy Favreau
Susan MacPherson, flower girl
Bible Drill, department.
Club - as guests. After the business family of Benton spent Tuesday should make these young men and the gifts of the UB.A. as never
As long as we have men like
In some wives’ opinions a fish
meeting, Miss Ruth Emery, pro with his mother, Mrs. Annie But women realizue the position they before. ,
Elmer Davis, the world is not yet
Dialogue, "Wings of the Morn wore a pink organdie and net gown,
a pink tier on her head and carried ing rod has a worm at both ends.
occupy as future patrons of our
completely mad.
ing,” Don Taylor and boys.
gram chairman presented the lol- ler.
Marion MacG. Springer.
. lowing numbers: Piano solo, Lenda Miss Betty Ladd, assistant teach, merchantsPresentation of Chinese gift from a pink and blue colonial bouquet
The real problem of your leisure
The gift of Sulka Jewelers, a
*Mae Jackson; vocal solo, Janet er at Union High was called to her
the Home of Onesiphorous, where The bridegroom, John MacPherson
ORFF’S CORNER
DUTCH NECK
4th, and best man, David Reed is to keep others from using it.
the
department
sends
funds
for
Jordan; piano solo, Ruth Ann home in Hallowell Tuesday by sud sterling silver teaspoon in your
Mrs. Ralph Emery and son DaMr. and Mrs. Ernest Poole of
Jackson; recitation, Lenda Mae den illness of her father, Harlan favorite pattern, has completed for
support of a Chinese orphan, Chang wore little suits. Others in the
Augusta were Sunday guests of Mr. vid of Wytopitlock are guests at
Ladd,
State
Commissioner
of
Edu

Phyllis
a
collection
of
"family
Chen Kwang. to Mary Ann Wood. wedding party were William But
Jackson and piano solo Mrs. Ruth
and Mrs. Everett Winchenbach.
Cecil Keene's.
wedding silver” covering a period
, Dalton. Earl B. Perkins of the cation.
Tableau, "King Joash," boys in ler, Jr. and Rainy MacPherson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller of ■ Mrs Charles Light, who has been
Assisting Mrs. MacPherson were
of
200
years!
And
is
illustrative
of
Rev.
J.
Charles
MacDonald
oi
Mr.
and Mrs. Mills' classes.
Hyde Memorial Home gave an in
Lawry visited Wednesday afternoon ;a Patlent at Knox Hospital, is conRefreshments of ice cream and Mrs. Lome Wedlock and Mrs
teresting talk and showed movies. the First Baptist Church, Rock the silver used during the history
with Mr. and Mrs Claude Miller. , valescing at the home of her siscake were served by third-year Thomas Sweeny, Mrs. Edwin Scar
Refreshments were served from at- land, will be guest speaker at the1 of the United States.
ter Mrs. Calvin Elwell.
lott, pianist.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Win- j
Chapel Sunday
A graduation gift from a
..tractively decorated card tables by North Union
and CROSLEY present the
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones of girls.
Next on the program was the
chenbach
and
children
Kendall
and
April
15.
Church
service
begins
at
stranger,
valued
at
$3.
is
no
small
the hostesses, Mrs. Edith LevenJefferson were Sunday callers at
NEW SHELVADORS® for ’51!
..saler, Mrs. Dorothy Todd, Mrs. 2.30 p. m. Sunday School and item and when multiplied by pos- Janet and Mr. and Mrs. John De- Alber: Elwell’s.
Church in Rockland on Wednesday. play "Kingdom of Make Believe.’
The
stage
was
decorated
with
Young
People
’
s
meeting
will
be
sibly
100
recipients,
it
should
be
.
Leoto
of
Auburn
were
Sunday
call

Mrs. Marjorie Ralph spent the
Gilberta Jordan and Mrs. Joaane
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of
ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
immediately following the Church of interest to the community,
f .Estes.
week-end with her daughter, Mrs. strange trees and odd birds. The
Rockland were Sunday guests at
scene was laid in a deep, dark
service for all ages. The Prayer and
A book of "Graduation Memo- W. K Winchenbach.
Chester Miller.
Harry Creamer’s.
forest, home of the Calico Cat.
Mrs. Merle Dobbins is a surgical Praise meeting will be held at the
•1 :
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Pooley
of
Mrs. Lewis Stover of West WalMr. and Mrs. George Kimball
patient at Knox Hospital.
Chapel Thursday night, April 19 Marie Butler, vice president, pre- doboro spent a day recently with , and daughUr Lois_ and Miss Norma Lincolnville were Sunday guests at Those participating were: Dorinda
Coughlin, Boy Blue; Cynthia
sided at the business meeting. The her sister, Mrs. Thomas Winchen- Kirkpatriclc of Richmond and MUg Albert Elwell’s.
Mr. and Mrs Willard Fales have at 739 p. m. All are welcome.
Sherman,,
Goldilocks; Ann Savitt,
A
tractor
school
organized
reCiub
voted
to
contribute
$19
to
Mrs. Neil Jackson and Mrs. Al
returned from a trip to Washing
Jean Kimball of Augusta were
Cinderella; Joan Scarlott, Snow
cently
with
Leader
Ernest
Hunt
of
Cancer
Drive
and
$1
to
the
Penny
ton
Prock
were
Augusta
visitors
Mrs.
Arthur
Benner
of
Randolph
yisitors
at
Byron
Ludwig
S
on
Sun
.
ton, West Virginia and Niagara
White; Judith Pease, Jack Bean
on Friday.
FaUs, and spent the week-end in Jefferson has the following offi- Art Fund. Mrs. Helen Gushee of has been guest of her sister-in- dav
stalk; Allie Gray, Great Bear;
cers:
President
Dwight
Howard
of
Appleton
was
guest
speaker
and
law,
Mrs.
Linwood
Miller.
Northumberland, N. H„ with Mr.
Mrs. Aino Rissanen was guest
The
Spring
offensive
for
many
Priscilla
Benner, Middle-Size Bear; Witt “Care-Free"
Mrs. Mary Day has returned to speaker at the Women,s g^y
and Mrs. Stanton Sleeper and Union; secretary Albert Moody, read a paper on the "Art of Weavmillions
will
begin
when
the
umpire
Joan
White,
Wee Wee Bear; Pa Automatic Defrosting!
Appleton; treasurer, Clinton Jew- ing." She also demonstrated weav- her home in Manchester after Christian Service of the Methodist
family.
like It—dw wa, An
cries, “Play Ball.”
tricia Sweeny, Tin Soldier; Judith Tlwn’» nothing
att, Jefferson. The purpose is a mg and showed samples of antique passing several days with her son
__ _ ____________________ _
1951 Shelvador Retngeratora defrost I
Marr,
Little
Blue
Eyes;
Jean
Les

The Daughter’s of St. Bernard's ' school of instruction of Mainten-. and modern designs.
completely la 2 ta 10 mUxiteel
and daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs
sard, Prince; Nancy Griffith, Bo
will hold a social evening tonight ance of Tractors. A series of eight ’ Members of the Union Club ex- Vernon Day. Other guests at the
Peep; Helen Doherty, Mistress
in the church basement. Refresh meetings will be held. Tuesday hibited their hobbies, and much Day home have been Mr. and Mrs.
•ll^L
Mary; Sandra Strickland, Red Rid. Betting OesIgM
ments will be served throughout night the group met at Grevis interest was shown in the follow "Bud” Fisher of Rockland and
ing
Hood;
Barbara
Brazier.
Humping exhibits. Hooked rugs, vinegar Mrs. Vera Young and son Harold of
the evening. There will be a fuU Payson’s garage.
ty Dumpty; Mabie Poster, Calico
hour of entertainment followed by
Mr. and Mrs. Amos White, Jr. cruets, Mrs. Edna McKinley; Afri Manchester.
Cat.
a social hour. Each member is and family of Gloucester, Mass., can violets, small china teacups,
She has her Hair Set at Gilbert’s Beauty Salon and
iMr. and Mrs. Warren Smith of
Added attractions were dance
urged to attend and bring a guest visited several days recently with Mrs.
Lillian Niskala;
knitted Rockland spent the past week-end
he has his Hair Cut at Knight’s Barber Shop.
numbers by Sandra Harriman and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Angelo sweaters, Mrs .Christine Barker: with Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr
Excellent Service, Reasonable Prices
The monthly meeting of the
Joan Scarlott. Next on the program 14? MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
d,ogs.
Mrs.
Minnie and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Howard. Mrs. Amos White, Sr., was china
Comity Circle was held at the Uni.
TEL. 721
was the play "Springtime." The
Matthews;
quilted
quilts,
Mrs
a guest at the Howard home over
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Winchen
5-Th&S-tf
versalist Church April 5. 38 memstage was decorated with pink,
Edith Bowes; knitted afghan, Mrs. bach were Rockland visitors Wed
the week-end.
^bers and guests being present. Mrs.
hand-painted trees, with pomOscar Sorsa of New York was a Mary Barker; crocheted tablecloths nesday afternoon.
William Talbot was chairman of week-end visitor at his farm In Mrs Martha Fuller; doilies, cut
the supper committee, a very ex Union.
Helen Oldis Knight, Prop
Roger Knight. Prop.
{work and fancy aprons, Mrs. AgST. GEORGE ROAD
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND 177 MAIN ST
cellent fish chowder supper was
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Nan Erickson of Warren nes Creighton; paper napkins, Rev. Orville O. Losices will be
TEL. 142
43-TU.-4I
served. The evening was spent in
was a supper guest at Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Aubyne Hawes; cross stitch the speaker next Sunday at the
card playing. President Hugh M.
Frank Calderwood’s Sunday.
• pictue, Mrs. Irene Payson; pot Finnish Congregational Church at
Benner appointed the following
Union Schools close Friday for a ' holders,
Mrs. Doris
Robbins; 1 p. m. Coffee will be served. A
committee for the May meeting.
week’s vacation.
hooked foot stool, Mrs. Minnie hearty welcome to all.
Supper committee, Mrs. John McChester Butler was host to a Matthews; Swedish weaving, Mrs
Leon chairman, John McLoon, Mr.
In an all new variety of
group of 16 friends Thursday night Nina Fuller. Mrs. Edna McKinley Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just re
and Mrs Wilbur Senter, Mr. and
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Sanford read the origin of the universal ceived. Striped rayon Seersucker
smart Spring shades.
Mrs. Robert Hudson, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones who are going to live in club collect. Miss Faye Robbins Dresses. Sizes 14FS to 24'i. Priced
^Raymond Perry; entertainment,
Connecticut where Mr. Jones has accompanied the following group $8.95 to $12.75.
44-lt
New models and styles
Mrs. Stuart Burgess chairman,
employment. Mr. and Mrs. Jones of girls, Sandra Richards, Sandrti
Stuart Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. R L.
were presented a gift, also a cake! Morin, Joan Knight, Grace Calderto fit most men of
FOR TEN DAYS
Stratton, Mrs. Gladys Stone and
for Mrs. Jones whose birthday oc- wood, Evelyn Guyette, Sylvia FarSaumel Collins. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
any size.
On AU
curred near this date.
ris, Elaine Robbins with two semond Fogarty were guests at this
Howard 17 (Premier)
Woman's Community Club met' lections “It is No Secret" and “If.'
April meeting, one new- member was
HERMAN P. SWEETSER
at the Methodist vestry Tuesday at Mrs. Butler presented Mrs. Gushee
welcomed, Mrs Annabelle Berry.
CUMBERLAND CTR. MAINE
I 2.30 p. m. with guests from the\ a gift in appreciation of her interA wooden gift w-as presented to
38-52
Friendly Council of Camden. Mrs \ esting talk.
$1.98 value; NOW $1.29
Mr and Mrs. Miles Sawyer dur
ing the supper hour, their fifth
Brand 500
$2.98 value; NOW $2.29
(Tailored by DarofT)
wedding anniversary falls during
— the month of April.

Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
rend son Gordan of Schenectady,
N. Y. and Miss Barbara Webber of
^Jeedham, Mass., motored to St.
John and Blacks Harbor, N. B .
where they were guests for a few
• •days of Mr. Thompson's mother,
Mrs. P W. Connors.

Gordon Thompson, who has been
on the General Electric train "More
Power to America Special" for the
past three months as an exhibit
engineer, during which time he
visited all the Southern and West
ern States has returned to his du
ties at General Electric in Sche
nectady, N. Y.

Gifts To Graduates

House-Sherman,
Inc.

“THE HAPPY PAIR”

House-Sherman, Inc.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON

KNIGHT’S
BARBERSHOP

Get Set For a Colorful Spring

With GABARDINE and SHARKSKIN

BIG

T]

REDUCTION SALE

Strawberry Plants

Cotton and Rayon Dresses

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top!
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf
The Hospital Auxiliary will hold
a rummage sale Saturday April 14
at 9 a. m., in the bulding formerly!
occupied by Nadeau’s Restaurant.!
43*44
O.P.S. list, date pricing charts |
^available at The Courier-Gazette J
office. Call 770 and we will deliver
or come in and get ’em.
39*48
_______________________________ i

WANTED
Helen Waltz, formerly with Al's
Hairdressing Salon, is now available
for Shampooing, Finger Waving,
Cold Waves of all kinds and Ma
chineless Waves. Will go out by
appointment any place in Knox,
County For appointment call be-1
fore 9.00 A. M. or after 6.00 P. M.
Tel. 1SS2-W.
42-44

EVERYBODY WANTS MONEY

BOTANY

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

362 MAIN ST.,

KiMswee

ROCKLAND, ME.

but

MONEY doesn’t grow on trees
So • • •

SEAFOOD SPECIAL
LOBSTERS—2 for‘95c
CLAMS—pt. 50c
Native Haddock
Native Halibut
Scallops
Fresh Mackerel
Alewives
Spawn

TAKE OUR ADVICE . . .
AND START SAVING TO-DAY
WITH

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
18 SCHOOL STREET,

$65

HASKELL’S FISH MARKET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
44-45

582 MAIN ST..

TEL. 650.

ROCKLAND. ME.

CLOTHCRAFT
$45.00 and up

By Joseph Sl Feiss

OUR TAILOR SHOP IS AT YOUR SERVICE

OFFIN'S
MENS

and

boys

clothing

h.PNISHINGS

SHOES ANC UNI,FORMS

J09

ST

MAIN

ROCKLAND

MF

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 11S-S
Mrs. Aaron Clark. Mrs. Robert
Mitchell, Mrs. Charles Burke, Mrs
Oiva Lampinen, Mrs. Alton Libby
Mrs. William Smith, Jr . Mrs. Rus
sell Kelley, Miss Helen Studley
third captain, Mrs. Beniah Harding
Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mrs. Walter
Strong, Mrs. Edwin Lynch. Miss
Helen Adams. Mrs. Madeline Han
ley, Mrs. James Thornton, Mrs.
Henry Montgomery, Mrs. Alfred
Lawry, Mrs. Marion Vinal, fourth
captain, workers.
Miss Donna
Rogers, Mrs. Leona Wilson, Mrs
Dorothy Welch. Mrs. Edith Savon.
Mrs. Frances Jordan and Mrs
Sylvia Mercier This drive will go
on during the month of April.

Mrs. Gertrude Sukeforth has
returned home after a month’s
stay at Knox Hospital with a frac
tured knee. Miss Harriet Gilchrest
is staying with her.
There will be no services at St.
John's Episcopal Church during
the redecorating period. Sunday
School will be held from 10 to 11
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Oushing. Transportation will be
furnished to those wishing to at
tend the 9.30 Mass at St. Peter's
Church. Rockland.
Two colored films will be shown
at the Federated Church Friday
night at 7 o’clock, "Flight Over
South America” and "The Big
Kitchen.”
ANTHONY E BYE
Robert Beattie, son of Mr. and
Anthony
E Bye died at the home
Mrs Leon Beattie, celebrated his
fourth birthday by entertaining a of his daughter. Mary Weeks. April
few friends Monday afternoon at 4, after a short illness. He was
his home on Main street. Guests born in Wilshirt, England, in 1870
wi re Pamela Payson, Gary Young on of Joseph and Ann Bye, sailing
Arline Cushman, Philip Miller to Canada when a small boy. Fur
Peter and Becky Lar-on, Christine 68 years he load made his home in
and Kit Doe. Skipper and Susan Stonington, and h< will be missed
Adams. Their mothers accompanied in the community.
them. Robert received many nice
He was a member of the Maine
gifts.
Lodge of Masons and the Pine
The Knights of Pythias from this Tree Chapter at Deer Isle.
town attending the Grand Lodge
He ls survived by three sons,
at Portland Saturday were Hollis Charles E„ Stonington; Harry A.
Gilchrest, Llewellyn Baines, Carl Portland; Ernest E . Quincy, Mass..;
Swanholm and Alden Watts.
two daughters, Winifrtd Robinson,
There was no meeting of the 4-H Portland, and Mary Weeks. Rock
Club this week. Next Monday al- land; also several grandchildren,
ternoon at 2 o’clock members of great-grandchildren, and greatthe 4-H Club will go to The Cour great-grand children.
ier-Gazette office for a tour.
Funeral services were held at the
Pythian Sisters will meet Friday Stonington Methodist Church. Sat.
night at 7 o’clock with Mrs Mertie urday. April 7. at 2 p. m, Rev.
Grover, Hyler street.
Horace Brewster officiating The
There will be a public card party bearers were the grandsons. Inter
on Thursday April 19 at 7.45 p. m., ment in Woodlawn Ctmetery.
sponsored by the Williams-Brazier
Post, American Legion Auxiliary
SOUTH WARREN
Tickets may be purchased at the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond of
door. Refreshments will be served
Jefferson were guests Monday of
with a door prize and individual
Mrs Grace Lermond.
table prizes for high score.
The rummage sale sponsored by Mrs. Ruth Miner has been spend
the American
Legion Auxiliary ing a few days with her aunt, Mrs.
Saturday was a grand success, net Fannie Demuth.
ting $79. Mrs. Dorothy Welch, who Mr and Mrs. Mrs. O. B. Libby
was chairman, was ably assisted and Mrs. Emma Norwood were
by Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding and Ju ! guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Rasa
liet Lundin, who geeerously gave Day in Monmouth. The occasion
their time to the organization. Mrs . was the observance of Mr. Libby's
Rena Wotton also assisted. The birthday, and he was the recipient
cake was awarded to Mrs. Olive of cards, gifts and birthday cakes,
Pales, she holding the lucky ticket. not all of W'hich were edible.
Cancer Drive Workers
Many a wife becomes a nag only
Workers for the Maine Cancer
Society are Mrs. Robert MacFar because her husband is as stubborn
land first captain. Mrs. Frederick as a mule

Dennison, Mrs. Joseph Richards
Mrs. Alfred Saunders, Mrs George
Newbert, Mrs. Saxon DeWolfe
Mrs. Orrin Benner, F. L. S. Morse;
second captain, Mrs. Donald Chase

FRUIT OF SALT POND
Trout Fishing Extraordinary By Warden
McGlauflin’s Family In Friendship
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Mrs. Fred McGlauflin anil Donald McGlauflin display the results of
a three hour fishing trip in Salt Pond in East friendship Monday. Ten
choice brook trout weighing in the vicinity of a pound each.

There’s good fishing in Salt Pond,
Friendship—mighty good trout fish
ing-according to Coastal Warden
Fred McGlauflin. To prove it, he
brought in Monday ten of the fat
test brook trout seen in these parts
for some time.
The beauties were hooked by
Mrs. McGlauflin and the couple's
son, Donald, in a three-hour ses
sion early Monday Don had taken
the legal limit of five from the
waters of Salt Pond for seven
straight days, since the season
opened.
The fish ranged from 10‘4 to
12'i inches in length and weighed
in from 13 ounces to a full pound.
McGlauflin recalls that the pond
had been stocked with brown trout
in 1947. but neveT recalls brook
trout having been stocked there.
There is no record of any of the
brown trout being caught but
Tip to motorists: Your car is plenty of the cousins of the Mc
only as safe as you make it. Check Glauflin catches have been biting
now—stop accidents.
for days now.
The pond is, as it is named, a
salt pond as tidewater reaches it.
The salt water, apparently does not
bother the trout as some have been
Applied
caught under the bridge where it
JOHNS-MANVILLE
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Is entirely salt water. He even be
lieves that the fish make their way
Free Estimates.
to and from salt and fresh water at
All Jobs Guaranteed.
wiU.
Terms If Desired.
He feels that the brook trout
KENNEBEC ROOFING
came out of a small brook which
AND SIDING CO.
feeds into Salt Pond, and which
TEL. 1135. ROCKLAND
may have been stocked in years
P. O. BOX 513
past
Anyhow, they have pros
42 and 44-ThS-tf
pered in their mixture of salt and

fresh water and have grown in
numbers until they are supplying
local fishermen with what amounts
to an angler’s paradise.
The speckled beauties have a
firm, red meat not unlike that of
salmon and are prime eating.
McGlauflin. sportsman that he
is, rather than keeping the ‘"find"
a secret. dTove up from Friendship
Monday to display the fish, which
are in abundance, and to release
information on the choice fishing
spot generally.

BELLE RAPPLEYE (OLEINS
Word has been received of the
death, March 30, of Mrs. Belle
Rappleye Collins, formerly of In
graham Hill. Mrs Collins was a
sister of the late Elbert Rappleye.
She is survived by a daughter. Mrs.
Ellis Spiker, and two gTandsons,
with whom she made her home at
Arlington, Va.; also a sister. Mrs.
Rodrigue Joly of Brooklyn. N. Y ,
and a niece, Mrs. Agnes Brewster
of Philadelphia.

daughter Harriett will leave Friday j
WEST WALDOBORO
for East Greenwich, R. I., to attend 1 Mrs. Sherman Smith and two
the wedding on Saturday, of their sons of Augusta spent last week
MISS HELEN M. RICH
son, John, and Miss Mary Frances with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Correspondent
Graham.
Dewey Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul, Chest
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Osier have
Telephone 2214
nut will observe their 63d wedding returned to their home here after
anniversary tomorrow They were spending the Winter at the Village.
A representative of the Social
married at the Monument Square
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Creamer
Security Administration field office
Methodist Church on April 13, of Lee. Maine, spent the week-end
in Augusta will be at the Rockland
1889, by the Reverend Payson.
with his sisters, Agnes and Edith
Post Office, every Monday from
Orris A. Harkness
Creamer.
12.30 to 2 p. m. His next visit will
Mr. and Mrs. Gould and daugh
be April 16 Residents of Camden
Orris Albert Harkness, 81, retired
or nearby towns who wish to make Great Northern Paper company of ters of Massachusetts were recent
application for Old-Age Survivors ficial. died Sunday at his residence. guests of Leonard Bidwell.
In-urance, obtain Social Security State street, Veazie, after a long Mrs. Blanch Dodge of Worcester,
Mass, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
cards, or get information are invit illness.
ed to call upon this representative.
He formerly was mechanical su Frank Sheffield and Mrs. Viola
Benefits are not paid automatic perintendent of the Great North Kuhn.
Mr and Mrs. Waldon Osier have
ally; an application must be filed, ern's spruce woods department in
George M Field, Manager of the Greenville. He was employed by moved to Bremen in the Howard
Augus’.a office stated. When an in that firm for 36 years, before his house now owned by Merle Castner.
Mrs. Ralph Genthner, Jr., and
dividual dies who has worked in retirement fn October, 1950.
employment covered by the Social
Born in Camden, he was a resi daughter, Linda, who has returned
from Norfolk. Va., has been spend
Security Act, the family should dent of Veazie for 32 years.
notify the Social Security Office
He was a 32d degree Mason and ing several days with her parents.
Field stated. When a person reach- belonged to St. Andrews lodge, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton before
ts age 65, whether or not he in F A M , Mount Moriah Chapter, St. returning to her home in Medomak.
Miss Mabel Genthner is working
tends to retire, he should learn John’s Commandery and Anah
about his rights under the Old- Temple, Order of the Mystic in the clam factory at Waldoboro.
The Community Club met at the
Age and Survivors Insurance Pro Shrine. He attended the Veazie
Community Building last Thursday
gram.
Congregational Church.
night. After the meeting, Mrs. Vir
Surviving, besides his wife, Alice,
Mrs Adin Hopkins is visiting her
ginia Winchenbach, president of the
are
one
son,
Vinton,
of
Waban.
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
club, was honored by a stork
Mrs. Lincoln Johnson, in Farming- Mass.; three daughters, Elizabeth
shower by the members. Refresh
ton.
A. Harkness of Lincolnville and
ments of cake and ice cream were
Mr. and Mrs. Mesrob Mesrobian Betty Alice and Avis W. Harkness, served. The next meeting will be
and son will leave Saturday for both of Veazie; and one sister, Miss held April 19 with a 6 o'clock sup
Lawrence, Mass., to make their Georgia A. Harkness, of Rockland; per for the members.
one grandson, Vinton, Jr., with the
home
Mark Pitcher of Washington
Mrs. Jenness French returned U. S. Navy.
spent last week with his grand
Funeral services were held from
home Tuesday from the Mae Mur
mother, Mrs. Clyde Hilton.
ray Nursing Home, where she has the residence Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Peterson of
been a patient for several weeks.
Falmouth. Mass, and Mr. and Mrs.
MATINICUS
Mrs. A V. Elmore entertained
H. G. Hulliken of Boston were here
the Friday Club at the final meet
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Garey are Sunday to attend the funeral ser
ing of the season which was held living in Connecticut where they vices of Frank (Denniei Hunt.
at the home of Mrs. Lloyd L. Sykes have employment.
Mrs. Chester Curtis and two chil
last Saturday, with an account of
Nancy Ames was an overnight dren of South Bristol have been
her travels through the Southern guest Friday of Patricia Philbrook. visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
States. Mrs Grace Berry furnished
Harold Ames is home from Rock George Sou Id.
music during the afternoon also. land and will go lohstering this Kenneth Krah and Richard Van
A covered dish luncheon and | Summer.
nah have employment at North
business meeting preceded the en
Haven.
Mrs.
Edith
Byron
and
son
tertainment. Officers elected for
next year were; President, Mrs. Johnny of Worcester have been
Eleanor Hutchins; vice president, guests of her sister and husband
Mrs. Marion Green; secretary, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ames.
Dalton Raynes had an ill turn
Emeline Sykes; treasurer, Mrs.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mabie Wilson; and book committee, Saturday.
Sherwin Phihlbrook has been in
Mrs. Mary Buchanan.
GRANGE HALL
The final meeting of the Friends. J Rockland a few days.
EVERY THURSDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Raynes of
8.30 to 12.00
in-Council for the 1950-51 season
DOOR PRIZES WEEKLY
will be held at Green Gables Inn on Owl’s Head were at the home of
Music By
Tuesday, April 17. Luncheon will i his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dalbe served at 1 o’clock. Reservations ] ton Raynes one day last week.
CHARLIE WOODCOCK
should be made by Friday. April ! The Sunbeam come Saturday New and Old Fashioned Dances
A dm. 50c tax inc.
13, by calling Helen Rich, Tel. 2214. I and Mr. Bousefield held services
2-Th-tf
Mr. and Mrs. G. H Thomas and in the church Sunday night.

CAMDEN

DANCE

FLATLUX

THE
LAMPLIGHTERS
ARE COMING

MAY 4

41-44

MAYBE THIS IS

YOU!

POSTPONED
l ntil

Saturday, April 14
(Troop 215, Thomaston
Boy Scouts of America|
41-Th-44

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

F. F. Richards, Rockport
40-44

THE MOTION PICTURE WHICH IS
AMAZING THE ENTIRE
AMUSEMENT WORLD!!

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cara
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto

SILVANA

MANGANO...

Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts

THE MOST SerttelcenaE WOMAN
YET SEEN IN PICTURES.....in

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
1-tf

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR LESS
Dungarees ....... $1.89

TOTS’ DUNGAREES

A REAL-LIFE TRAGEDY OF STARK RAW
HUMAN PASSION AMONG THE WOMEN
___
WORKERS IN THE RICE FIELDS,

“MANGANO IS SEXIER
WEST AND JANE RUSSELL” WALTER WINCHELL,

LAST TIME TODAY:

98c

! "t

AMIY-NAVY STORE

Becky Jones daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Jones celebrated her
fourth birthday Monday afternoon
April 9, with a party at her home. “
Refreshments were served and
Becky received many gifts. Little
friends
present were:
Martha
Flagg. Bonny Ralph. Pamela Jackson. Deborah Moody. Paul Flagg
and Patty Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Blackler of
Cambridge, Mass., were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Jameson.
The horn maker’s Society of the j
Methodist Church will meet Thurs.
day April 12 at the vestry on
Friendship street.
Mrs. Lottie Pitcher is visiting her
daughter and family, Mrs. Richard
I^arson in West Manford, Mass.
Mrs Ernest R. Burns, Mrs. Hil
da Miller, Mrs. Bernice Jameson
and daughter, Elsie were week-end
guests at Mrs. Burns' daughter
and family. Mrs. Dan Geroux in .
Waterville. While there Mrs Bums
celebrated her birthday.
Mr Edith Pitcher was given a
birthday party at her home in
South Waldoboro Tuesday night.
Refieshments were served and en
joyable evening was spent. Mrs.
Pitcher received many nice gifts.
Those present were Mrs. Minnie
Wallace, Mrs. Ralph Brazier, and
daughter Arlene, Mis. Katherine
family, Mrs. Ella Wallace and
Delano. Mrs. Doris Smalley and
Chester Burns.

Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just re
ceived. Striped rayon Seersucker
Dresses. Sizes 1414 to 2414. Priced
$8.95 to $12.75.
44-lt

WALDO

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at S.M.

TODAY-FRI., APRIL 12-13
Glenn Ford, Rhonda Fleming,
Edmond O’Brien

“The Redhead and the
Cowboy”
SATURDAY ONLY, APRIL 14
Double Feature
A Popular Re-Issue
Robert Mitchum,
Burgess Meredith in
“THE STORY OF G. I. JOE”
also
Zazu Pitts in
. “MISS POLLY”
COMING SUNDAY
“BIRD OF PARADISE”

m out COOT • tH out DM
OVER WALLPAPER • PAINT
PLASTER • WALLBOARD

Apply with a FLATLUX Brush
or Roller Coafer
THE ONE COAT WALL PAINT YOU CAN WASH!

STUDLEYTEL.HARDWARE
CO.
20,
THOMASTON. ME.

RED

WHITE

THOMASTON SUPER-MARKET

FULL LINE OF BEEFALL CUTS
PORK ROAST ~~ lb. 4p
lb- 65c
CHUCK
lb-69c
PORK CHOPS
lb- 33c
SMELTS
doz. 59c
EGGS
BUTTER
•b-69£
Jfor 25c
CARROTS
fi fos- 25c
APPLES
FRESH
NATIVE

Sizes 2 to 8

KILROYS

Telephone 240

BLOCK
STYLE

BOYS’ CLOTHING

SPECIAL LOT

CAMDEN THEATRE

Waste Paper Drive

MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

“Sensational" Says N. Y. Times
. SHOWS 2.00—6.30—8.30

contact before April 14

2.98

Filmed in the Vatican

GIVES YOU

Rockport Seaside Wonder

Suntan Pants ....

Plus

WAU)0B0R0

MAIN ST.,

land Carnival ticket 575

2.19

“WATCH THE BIRDIE ’

“HOLY YEAR 1950’’

Will the person holding

Cowboy Pants ...

THCRS.-FRL. APRIL 12-13
Big Double Feature
RED SKELTON in

The Wall Paint MADE WITH OIL

Roofing and Siding

i

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday <
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DOUBLE FEATURE; “GAMBLING HOUSE'’ and “THE LAWLESS”
SATURDAY 9.30 A. M. SPECIAL
KIDDIES' MORNING SHOW
HOPALONG CASSIDY
See Other Ad

ROCKLAND

NATIVE
GRADE A
AVE. SIZE

SWIFT’S
GOOD
GRADE

LGE.
BUNCH

(

McIntosh

*

LOUIS

with MKT1 SlOANf ■ MAURICE SCHWARTZ ■ JACK (LAM PRIHCl III LAW

Written Mid Dnected by
fettcut* hafetti
DELMER DAVES • HARMON JONES „f^.

ALSO SATURDAY AFTERNOON ONLY
FOR THE KIDDIES—DOIBI.E FEATURE
Durango Kid in “SOUTH OF DEATH VALLEY”
Plus "BIRD OF PARADISE" and Comedies and Cartoons
Loads of Fun For AU and It’s All For Only 12 Cents

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
ANOTHER GREAT DOUBLE FEATURE
Dan Duryea, Gale Storm
Your Favorite Funnies
Now on the Screen!
“Al Jennings of Oklahoma”
(In Technicolor)
“Gasoline Alley”
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

$3000 will buy a Cottage on black
: road near the ocean. Easily Win
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
terized for permanent home.
Shown by appointment. SCOTT
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
KITTREDGE, 59 State St.. Port
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
44-46
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted land.
LARGE Tricycle for sale
In
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small goed condition Price $10; 25 MAV
words to a line.
ERICK ST., City.
44* It
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
WANTED
ling, cost 23 cents additional.
WANTED AT ONCE!
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Any kind of Hardwood in bolts
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
from 48” to 69”, must be sound, 7"
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
cr larger, premium prices paid.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
CaU or write ATLANTIC MANU
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac FACTURING CO., 54 Park St.,
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line. Rockland. Tel 893
44tf
SHORT Order Cook wanted. CaU
in person. NEW NADEAU’S INN.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Route 1, Waldoboro.
44-46
CHEVROLET %-ton Pick-up,
GIRL’S Bicycle for sale, good
INFANT or small Child wanted
1948. for sale, in good condition. condition; 14 SUFFOLK ST. 43*45 to care for in my home. MRS
Write ‘ CHEVROLET,” % The
TEN tons early cut loose Hay for MARTE ALLEN. Tel. 735-M. 44’lt
Courier-Gazette.
43*48
TWO first-class Mechanics want
sale, $15 per ton in bam; will ex
LET-OUT Muskrat Pur Coat for change for young stock
JOHN ed at STANLEY'S GARAGE. Api ply in person.
44*46
sale.
In good condition. Hip PETERSON, Bog Road, Ctiy.
length, medium size, $60. TEL.
43*45 i UNFURNISHED Apt. of four or
551-W2.
43-45
TWO Tons Clover Hay for sale; [ five rooms w’anted, on first floor,
CHEVROLET Sedan, 1942, for also a ram TEL. West Appleton with bath, by man and wife. Must
sale; heater, radio and good tires; 11-32.
44-lt be clean and centraUy located.
TEL 1560 between 12 noon to
will trade, terms if desired. Call
BE prepared for Summer with 1 p. m..
44*46
at 161 LIMEROCK ST.
43*45
Burrowes all-aluminum combination
PIANO Accordion, for sale, 48- Screen and Storm Windows. Good I SECRETARY with short-hand
base, case included. TEL Thomas for life. E. T. LONG. Tel. 8230 and bookkeeping experience want
ed. Permanent position, 35-hour
ton 86.
43-45 daytime; 1503 evenings
44tf j week. Call for appointment, PER46 FORD Tudor for sale, $795.
8” BENCH Saw and motor for ! SONAL FINANCE OFFICE, 356
MALCOLM PHILLIPS, Fireproof sale, like new A. WEBBER. Tel. ' Main St
44tf
Oarage.
43-45 1415-W.
44* It
SECOND-Hand Hammock Frames
FOR SALE
HOUSE of 4 rooms and flush, ' wanted. H. E. SIMMONS, RockNice 5 to 6 weeks old Pigs.
44*46
for
sale, in good repair and near ' land Awning Co., city.
LEONARD'S PIGGERY,
central
location,
$1800.
See
P.
H.
'
WOMAN
for
restaurant
work
Rockville, Me
44-45 ' wanted. Neat, dependable. Apply
43*46 WOOD, Court House.
FORD V-8 l’s-ton Truck for sale. in person at HUMPTY-DUMPTY.
EVTNRUDE Outboard Motor, 5
43*45
New
engine. $100. Take it away Cor. Parte and Broadway.
h.p. for sale; 12 Washington St.,
C.
E.
GROTTON.
44tf
POSITION
wanted,
as
house

Camden TEL. 2765 after 5 p. m.
keeper for lady or elderly gentle
42*44
FOR SALE
man or the care of an invalid.
In Owl’s Head
ONE-Family House for sale, to
Write M. H., % The Courier-Ga
Overlooking
Rockland
Harbor,
be moved from lot. Call at 87
zette
43*45
BROADWAY after 4 p. m. No in nearly an acre of land with city
TAXI Driver wanted. See FRED
formation by telephone.
43*45 water, cleared and high ground,
$500.
ERICK U. WALTZ at 13 Park St.
BABY Carriage for sale, used 11
42-44
E. W. COFFIN.
months. Apply at 6 Grace St. Owl’s Head,
Phone 551-W2
MARRIED Man of 26 would like
TEL. 782-W.
42* 44
44-46 steady- Position as traveling sales
LOBSTER Boat, 30 ft. for sale.
POUR large-range Houses for man for large company. Proper
TEL. Tenant's Harbor, 30-2. 42*44 sale
and
experience.
Need minor repairs; 43 qualifications
RALPH J. PAULSEN. Tel Thom,
BARRELS for sale. Useful for BEECHWOOD ST., Thomaston.
42*44
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider;
44’4fi aston 254-21.
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
MEN AND WOMEN: Permanent
FARM for sale, 40-45 acres.
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint, Large barn. Located three miles positions are now available for at
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR from Rockland on West Meadow tendants. preferably between ages
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
road. Suitable for poultry farm. of 30 and 55. Pall maintenance,
39tf Inquire L. A CHAPMAN, New annual vacation of two weeks, sick
SMALL House Trailer, furnished, County road, or Narragansett leave, legal holidays or time off
44-46 in lieu- Apply in person or in writ,
for ssJe, $300. HOWARD AVERY, Hotel.
Box 41, Rockland, Me
42*44
NESCO Automatic Electric Roast ing, with references, to Augusta
er for sale. Stand included, $35 State Hospital.
FOR SALE
FRANCIS H SLEEPER. MD.
44* It I
1— Pour-room Home, city, for TEL. 159-M.
41-46
Superintendent.
sale Pull bath, small lot, $250
COPPER Tank with automatic
down to any G.I. Taxes $28 a year. Gas Heater attached for sale; also ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
2— Ten-room Tourist Home on apartment size Florence Gas done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
No. lt Highway, all setup and Range, used six weeks TEL. 498. Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel
1680. EVA AMES__________ 40*45
making money now. In good re City44*46
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
pair, very clean, $9500.
BOAT for sale, cedar plank, pers, books, magazines, corrugat
■ 3—Seaside
Cottage, fireplace,
copper
fastening.
In
fine
condi

ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
plumbing, new’ three years ago.
tion. FORREST R DAVIS, Port AVE., City._________________ 147tf
Five rooms and garage, $6500.
Clyde.
Tel.
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
4-13.
4—Small six-room Home, two
TOP prices paid for all kinds ol
44*46
acres land on the water Year
juin. uuu, steel, metals, batteries
CHILDREN'S
second-hand
Cloth

round location. Good repair, $4800.
and 'rags MORRIS GORDON &
ing for sale, sizes 3 to 8. A-l con SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
E. W. COFFIN,
12tf
dition;
aU
kinds,
for
girls
and
Tel. 551-42
Owl’s Head
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furni
42-45 boys. TEL. West Appleton, 11-32. ture, old Paintings, etc., wanted.
' 44-46 CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Oove.
DODGE Custom four-door Sedan
Tel. Rockland 10J
ltf
(1946) for sale. Must be seen to
be appreciated. Price $950. Tel.
Attractive Home in central loca
Warren 83.
42*44 tion, 3 sleepiing rooms, bath, cen
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; tral heat, cemented basement, ga Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and rage, garden land. Very desirable Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
immediately lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Sparkle.
State inspected and neighborhood and
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000. C OD available, all for $6000 See F H.
44-45
gladly submitted. No obligation.
orders filled. LEROY LUCE, Wash- WOOD, Court HouseHOCKING GRANITE INDUS
ington.Me. Tel. 9-14. ___ 41*51
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
han & Son), Clark Island, Me.
SPECIAL
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’!
Home on main highway, ap
Harbor 56-13.
1-tl
SUPPLIES
SERVICE
proximately 10 miles from Rock
ELECTROLUX COMPANY land, 7-room Cape Cod house with
conveniences,
barn
TEL. 269-R,
ROCKLAND, ME. modern
COTTAGES
42-44 equipped for poultry, brooder house,
1 acre land, near store and P. O.
COTTAGE to let for months of
This is a bargain for only $7500
August and September. At Lucia
3ICYCLEJS for sale, rebuilt, new for quick sale.
House of eight rooms, complete Beach, Ash Point. Cottage plas
es and paint. One-half new
ly
furnished, located in Rockport, tered, modern conveniences, fire
ce. RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP,
overlooking harbor, all modern place, four bedrooms. Will sell to
escott St., City.39*45
conveniences, Just placed on mar right party. W. L CLARK. 9 Sum
ket, look at this one for onlj- $7000. ner Road. Cambridge. Mass. 44-51
QUALITY FUEL OILS
Farm of 83 acres. 500 to 600 cords
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
pulpwood, all farm machinery, es
TO LET
Motor Oils and Greases,
tablished guest house. 8000 straw
UNFURNISHED Rent to let, 18
berry plants already to bear, blue
Cities Service Gasoline
berries, raspberries, large barn for Masonic St. Inquire at 11 MA.
CHURSTON PETROLEUM poultry, chance for good income SONIC ST.
44tf
PRODUCTS CO.
here.
THREE-Room
Upstairs
Apt.
to
THURSTON’S WHARF
Also
let. Close to bus line. Adults only,
6 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. SSI
Two 8-room Houses in Rockport, call at 10 ROCKLAND ST. after
ROCKLAND, ME.
one overlooking harbor, one just off 6 p. m.
44 46
1-tf
highway No. 1; this at sacrifice.
APT.
for
rent
with
bath,
partly
Two poultry’ Farms in Camden,
heated, second floor, private en
HEN Crates and lawn chairs for also one on No. 1 and others.
trance. P. O. BOX 505
43tf
Camps
with
water
frontage
on
sale. Window screens and screen
PLEASANT two-room, semi-fur.
doors made to order. FRANK fresh water.
nished Apt. with bath to let;
General and Variety Stores.
ADAMS, 6 Water St., Thomaston
available April 17. TEL. 1264-W.
Fully-equipped
Restaurant
on
38*49
No. 1 with 5 acres land, $7500.
42-44
TEN. Tons Loose Hay for sale,
Fully-equipped Sandwich Shop on
UNFURNISHED Apt. to let; 3
$20 per ton at barn. HERBERT Rt 1.
rooms, bath and kitchenette; mod
HILLS. TEL. 14-3. Union. 40-45
In Camden 4 and 6-room Houses. ern, central, heated. TEL. 644
Farms
from
$3300
to
$30,000.
THREE City Homes for sale. One
42-44
If you wish to buy or sell, contact
with 12 acres of land. V. P. STUD
SMALL
Furnished
Apartments
to
SMITH
REAL
ESTATE.
LEY, Rockland. Tel. 1234.
29tf
Rockport let. Apply in person, 11 JAMES
—SEVEN-ROOM House with hath, Camden St.,
ST.
ltf
Tel. 2754
for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONtEM
44-lt
HEATED
and
unheated
furnished
AVE. No Information by phone.
Apts to let. V. P. STUDLEY, 77
145tf
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
"OR BALE—Have a few used
ROOMS.
Board by day or week.
lite Oil and Gaa Combination
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 240-3, Thom
>ves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
aston.
ltf
mers. Electric Stove, Used Deep
iete, Electric Washers, and EiecRENT
our
Floor
Sanding
Ma

COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
: Refrigerators, that I will sell
chines. Do the job yourself. We
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
;ap. If you are looking for some
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
id stuff, we have It at prices you
WARE. Tel. 20. Thomaston.
REPAIRS
l afford to pay. I also have I
30tf
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Lsonably-priced Panne that 1
HEATED
five-room
Apartment
1 sell. Whatever you need, see
(unfurnished) to let. TEL. 402.
ler.
HAROLD
B.
KALER
20tf
ishlngton, Me. Tel. 5-85. Open
778 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, MR.
days every year.
49ti
FIVE-ROOM
unfurnished
Apt.,
TEL. 201-W
to let, hot and cold water furnished.
WE have some reasonably-priced
Apply BICKNELL’S HDWRE. 26tf
used cars for sale. If you do not
want to buy one, perhaps you have
SANDING Machine and polisher
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
DOUBLE Tenement House at 57 to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
some horse trading, sell on time Gleason St, Thomaston. for sate;
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
payments, In fact we do anything about an acre of land and small
CO, 440 Main St
2tf
to please. HAROLD B. KALER barn
If you need a boca,

LURE OF THE SOUTHLAND
Rockland Women Are Finding It This Season
In Sarasota, Florida
(By Mary’ Hall)
(Fourth Installment)
Strangers find the keys duU as
they like the regular groves of
citrus fruits and the planted co
conut palms, but in the tangle of
shrubs and trees there is a great
variety of truly tropical vegetation.
There is the gumbo-limbo with
its strange orange yelllow bard,
the tamarind and the mahogany
with the bitter seeds.
Each key has its special color
varieties. There is also the lovely
tree snarls and many air plants on
the trees, and sometimes you see
the wild orchids The Overseas
Highway runs over the narrow
islands or keys and across the
channels. A great rock shelf is
between the keys and the purplishblue river that is the Gulf Stream.
Above the shelf it's very shallow
and full of reefs, feared by sailors.
Lighthouses are sometimes five
miles off shore.
The color of the sea is forever
changing. In those colorful waters
the great white heron seeks its
food. Reddish egrets and the
American egret are often seen. The
pure white egret with yellow back
and black legs is beautiful. Once
their long, lacy plumes which are
grown from the back only during
the mating season were used for
hats. Now they have Federal pro
tection Plume hunters called it
the Big Plume Bird.” We saw a
great many along the Trail.
There were the man-of-war birds,
bald eagles and the roseate spoon
bills and the little blue heron.
They hatch white and stay that
way for a year and a half and then
turn a slaty blue. The birds in the
United States are guarded more
zealously than the rosy spoonbill.
On we went across the Jewfish
Creek Bridge to Key Largo bO
Rock Harbor. It seemed odd to
have a tiny postoffice. As we
neared Tea Table Bridge the
drawbridge was up and we watched
a boat pass through. Then Lake
Surprise an Lazy Lagoon and more
mangrove swamps, and along a
very narrow key where we saw a
huge old anchor.
Near Plantation Bridge is buried
treasure and here we had our first
lovely view of the keys, bridges,
and lovely bluish-green water
Scon we came to Indian KeyBridge and the Toll House ($1.25
for car and two passengers). After
we crossed the bridge we left the
road and had our tunoh at a pic- I
nic table. Then on we went across
many keys and bridges to KeyLime Pies. Sign “Fresh Lime Pie

EGGS & CHICKS
CLEMENTS
Chicks — Hardy
“Maine-Bred” chicks can help in
crease your egg or meat profits this
year. We offer Red-Rock Black
Pullets. R. I Reds, New Hampshires, White Rocks, and Barred
Crosses. Maine-U. S. Approved,
Pullorum Clean. Order Clements
Chicks now — Write CLEMENTS
BROS. FARMS. Route 33, Winterport, Me
(A)
CROSS-BRED Cockerel Chicks
for sale, $5 per hundred. WILLIAM
K. WINCHENBACH, Waldoboro,
Me., R. 4.
36 44
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 28c
each, from championship stock,
Maine-U S. Approved, Pullorum
clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels
6c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
boro. Tel. 51-3.
41*47
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
clean U. S approved stock, for
sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
doboro
4-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
STOVES, Motors, Baby Strollers,
Bicycles, Sewing Machines motor
ized,, also portable Sewing Ma
chines for $25 with new motor and
case. Yes, I paint ceilings! THE
FIX-IT SHOP, 138 Camden St.,
Rockland Tel.. 1091-W.
43-45
INSTRUCTION, Male. Auto Body
Repair training with Welding,
Metal Work, Scientific Motor
Tune-Up prepares you for big pay,
essential field. Learn in spare
time now. Write for FREE book.
AUTO-CRAFTS TRAINING, care
The Courier-Gazette.
43*45

for Sale and Three Dozen
Shrimp $1.”
“Lime pie! Ah, my!
How I like my lime pie
Ever so often I up and go
Down to the Keys where the wild
limes grow.
Cool and green like the soul of
Spring,
Tart and 9harp with zestful zing.
“I look for a certain drift-wood
shack
With the road in front and the
Gulf out back
With these letters scrawled in a
clumsy way
On a home-made sign 'Lime Pie
Today.”
Soon we came to the seven-mile
long bridge with Pigeon Key in
the middle of the bridge, and then
along to Lower Gate Toll, Torch
Key and Pirates Cove. Sugar Loaf
Key. then Rockland Key and final
ly the air field and the big U. S.
Naval Hospital, a most beautiful
spot There, I’ve named many of
the keys and bridges as some of
the names intrigued me. but there
are really about 40 bridges. The
approach to the old city is through
a long avenue of royal palms. It
was just 168 miles from Miami.
We visited
the
Aquarium,
the ’’Maine Memorial” in the
old cemetery on Passover Lane,
Key
West
Lighthouse,
the
only U. S. lighthouse inside a city
and see hundreds of live giant sea
turtles from Honduras swimmnig
in big liens. We rode around look
ing at old houses with widows’
walks on top.
The oldest house, built in 1825.
Bahama house, shipped intact from
the Bahamas, and the Caroline
Lowe house Caroline Lowe was a
rebel in Union held Key West. She
waved a Confederate flag from her
widow’s walk. We saw the Hem
ingway House behind tall iron
gates in an old garden. Heming
way wrote "To Have and Have
Not" while living there. We spent
the night at Carter's Terrace and
dined on turtle steak fried in but
ter, and lime pie. My. but it was
good!
The next morning we got an
early start and back we went over
the 40 bridges and the many, many
keys. The State Patrol stopped
us and asked “Are you citizens of
the United States?" We are so
black from our Summers in Maine
and Winters in South America,
Florida and Hawaii, I guess they
thought we were Cubans Then
they saw our Maine license and
said “What are you doing way
down here? ' They laughed when
I replied "Back there the sign says
Route 1. all the way from Port
Kent, Maine, to Key West, Flori
da’ and I believe in going the limit
and this is it.”
We enjoyed our trip to Key West
with its past history—wrecking of
ships with misplaced beacons,
shuttered windows against the
Summer sun, the old houses with
their widows’ walks, the sponge
fishers, and the turtles, and best
of all the ride down over the keys
and across the bridges. When we
got back to Sarasota we found that
we had been over a thousand
miles. A nice little side trip.
Feb. 26. 1951—It has been warm
and sunny for the last two weeks
and now we can have lunch on our
screened porch again. This past
week has been Sara de Sota week
with something doing every day.
We enjoyed the fireworks at night
as all we had to do was walk across
the street to the Park and sit on
the sea wall.
A beautiful sight looking across
the water. Best of all was the
"Grand Pageant Parade” Saturday
night- Many, many bands and
beautiful floats from all the cities
in Florida.
Then, too, we had 12 circus ele
phants, beautiful dancing horses,
dogs and clowns from the circus.
Dorothy Lamour, in a gorgeous
gown, rode atop a circus float.
She was very lovely.
Yesterday we felt like more
circus, so off we went to the circus
grounds. The Wilsons from Spruce
Head, who are staying at "Auna
Marla Key” went too. This year

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

1-M

Washington, Me. Tel. 5-26. National
Shawmut Bank of Bouton Finance.

this Is a fine investment. Contact
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6-35
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mous aqua maids and the thrilling
ski shows on the water.
We wen; back to Sarasota by the
way of Winter Haven. It calls it
self The City of a hundred lakes’
all within a five-mile radius—15 of
them are connected by canals to
form a 75-tnile boat course. Then
we took the short cut through the
orange groves again to enjoy the
lovely fragrance and arrived at
Sarasota at 6 pEfti., a nice ride ot
225 miles.
(To be continued)

they are having it under the Big
Top as the movie people rehearse
there every day. It was a fine
circus and we enjoyed it. I like the
performing horses, the little dogs
who do such wonderful tricks, and
the performing elephants How
they can make those huge beasts
stand on their heads is beyond me.
Next week we are taking another
litte trip to Tampa to see the
azaleas, to Clearwater, the Bok
Tower, the Cypress Gardens and
over to Daytona Beach to see
friends from Honolulu.
While at the Singing Tower I read
this inscription:
“The kiss of the sun for pardon
' The song of the birds for mirth
[ You are nearer God’s Heart in a
Garden
Then anywhere else on ear’.h.”
Then we went on to the town of
Lake Wales; nearby is the farfamed Chalet Suzanne which is on
Lake Suzanne. You can dine in
the garden, in a patio, or on the
roof. It’s a lovely spot with orange
trees, palms, Spanish moss and a
lily pool. Next we went to Lake
Howard for the Cypress Gardens
We wandered along the paths by
the lagoons and saw a great many
flaming azaleas. Brazilian pepper
callandias, camellias and the lovely
lavender mountain ebony. We sat
by the lake and watched the fa

For A Better Cup of Tea—
Buy the Tea-Bags that
give you more tea and

finer quality tea.

SALADA
TEA-BAGS

7*

wz7//////M^^

vW\W^

WHOLE MILK

Brookside Fresh Native

EGGS
Brookside

Fancy Table Quality

LB

BUTTER

2 LB

CHEESE FOOD

28 PARK STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TELEPHONE 700

lb

Medium

lb

Aged

89c

LOAF

lb

53c
57c
63c

tyaton Q-'beA/i Product
APPLES

Fresh Young Pork For Roasting
Rib (nd
Ue to 6 Lba.

PORK ROAST
CHINE ENO

LB

45c

Fancy Native
McIntosh

CELLO

19c

PKG

LB 55C

Best Meaty Center Cuts

Babijuice Florida - Full of Juice - Good Size

PORK CHOPS

» 69c

Oranges

DOZ

45C

Young, Tender, Mountain Grown - Up to 14 Lbs.

LB 59c

Turkeys
LRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN

Lb 73c

Juicy Florida White - Good Size

Grapefruit 4 fOR 29c

Young Tender Broilers or Fryers - 2^- 3^ Lb. Ave.

LB 47c

Chickens

Fresh California

Lb $5C

DRAWN READY TO COOK

Dates

FRESH or SMOKED - Lean, Meaty, Economical

Shoulders

18 49c
LB

Shoulders

59c

Celery

Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Beef

16 79c
lb 79C

Mildly Cured Corned Beef

Fancy Brisket

Carrots

Sliced Bacon

Han’sm Ready to

Cook
CELLO
PKG

19c

New Crop Glenside

f-b ci.., m.-

HADDOCK FILLETS

19c

25c

LB 59c

— £ea flood 1/a/ueA
lb

Tg°

2 w«19c

Spinach

Lean Rindless, Sugar Cured

Haddock

25c

Tender. Young, Sweet

Rib Roast

Fresh Caught - Drested as Desired

CELLO
PKG

Fresh Crisp Pascal

COLONIAL MASTER - Extra Lean • Less Waste

lb

39c

lb

23c

Grass Seed iag‘1.89
96y-^% Pure ’

FresK - First ot Season

I

Mackerel

90%

Germination

FRESH BAKERY VALUES

joan e<Mi DOUGHNUTS
Nice Cakelike Texture

Plain Donuts

Smooth Sugar Icing

ooz 22c

Glazed

Also Sugar Cinnamon

Sugared

PKG
ot 6

21c

Like Home Made

21c

Old Fashioned

doz 23c

FIRST NATIONAL'S

A// Fine Va/ues

FRESH COFFEES

Red Salmon

Fresh Fine Quality Coffee Every Time.

Apple Sauce

Rich, Full BoJiud

©kybo

Maine Corn

Fig Bars

RICHMOND blabg77c
KA

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

Mild

First National's - For Every Cheese Use

Mild, Mellow

Go parts and labor costs when you let our factory trained
men overhaul your engine! Because they know your car by
heart, they do the job efficiently, save time and money all the
way! See us today . . . for smooth spring driving.

77c

ROLL

Save as Much as 15c Per Pound.

Down, Down, Down ...!

CHEDDAR
CHEESE

67c

DOZ

Large Size - Grade A

BAG

81c

Alaska

Finest
K.«icr..m

Farm Crest * Also Apricot

CAN

2 &3 29e
2 &A
lb
PKG

29c
25c

Apple Juice

»•"»»«■

can 27c

Corned Beef

Fray Bentos

&S 39c

Prudence CB.Tid Hash

can 41c

Sunshine Krispy Crackers

pVg

29c

Heinz Tomato Soup

3 cans 31c

Heinz Vegetable Soup

2 cans 25c

All Prices in This Advertisement Effective at First National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity —
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

69c

NATIONAL

STORES

25 YEARS AGO
A

review from The Courier-Gaze ".e of happening* which Intere td
Rockland and vicinity d irii
I e corresponding period oi 1926.

[
Wesley S’.uart broke his right T Rockland, Ma •ch 21, Harold J
arm cranking his car.
ui.
Patrolman
Philbrook
becam Steward and Ru tj*.; \
Rockland, Mar i. 25, Edwin Chase
very efficient at the Charles'
drey of Rockland
and Madeline Mon
Cliff A Schar.fele. ma.
1925, John
Nashua, N. H. Oc
Park and Empire tr.eatre.ind Gladys
H. Harding of Botransferred to Bangor.
Lom of
Zadoc B. Smith. 56 died sud McLa
an 12, petf
Ma:
Cambri
denly in Rockport.
and Li
Hamburg grapes were on ' . G Gaudi
lian E. I
market at fl.50 a pound
William C. Bird wa elf ed \
Births
president of the Rockland & Ro k14. to Mr.
Rocklar
pert Lime Corporation.
Mum
R. Waldo Tyler took charge oi Mrs. Ern<
Marcl
the photo department ot Joh:. -j
P. Pills
12, to Mr
ton’s drug store.
Lillia Pet
Edward C. Harper boughl
house on Cedar and PinMr
. Ma
15,
owned by Mrs. G. A. Amr: ano
L.
a
Mrs. George Mugriuge.
Union
Vernarc
Rev. E. S. Clifford of
ch 13, to Mr. ana
t in a
Rock!
walked to Rockland and
Silver of Stoning1
Mrs.
Vi
dentist’s chair.
-Lucllle Elizabeth,
Galon L. Dow bought th Wins-1 wn- a 1
Ma •ch 14. to Mr. ana
Rock!
low Day hou.se on Park stre ■t.'
ter, a daughter,
William Burkett of Thom., to: , Mrs. LI
arch 12. to Mr. ana
bought the Dean hou e at th
.-on, a daughter—
Highlands.
Rockland High School w< a th
to Mr. and
Rex
Knox-Lincoln b- ke .<11
C
Moran
Jr., a son
pionship.
—Paul
Marriages, were:
14. to Mr. ana
Rockl
Ma
New Orlean-. March 16. M, '
, a son—George
Mrs. Ge
H.
S. Bird of New York
H., Jr.
LaHines of New Orlean..
Rcckl
March 17. to Mr. and
Lewiston,
March 18,
Ma i
K. Gardner, Jr., a
Charles B. Day of Rcihmond ana' daugni
ary Arlene.
Mrs. George R. Pat’.ee of I.cw
Rock
March 17. to Mr. and
Appleton, March 18. Harry P Mrs. William P. Widdecombe, a
Campbell and Hazel Ed_<comb oi daughter.
Appleton.
Thomaston.
in. March 17, to Mr. and
Appleton, March 18. Albert I. Mrs. Jarv P. Robbins, a son.
Pease of Hope and Mil
Thomas in, March 24, to Mr. ana
comb of Appleton.
Mrs. Jan ■ B O’Neil, a daughter
Warren. March 15, Ralph H —Lois H tie.
Lewis of Warren and Thelma V.
Rea dim Pa., March 24. to Mr
Pugsli y oi Lewiston.

up this mess. The commandant is
coming."
~—
These were words which called
Commander Reed Tells How fOr actiOn in the Boston Navy
He Became An Admirer Yard in the Winter of ’14 to '15.
Being new in the Service, I was
Of Admiral Rush
entirely unprepared for the ex
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
hibition of Navy team work which
This morning I have been think followed. Brooms, swabs and dust
ing of Pea Jacket Bill. His real cloths filled the air and in a mo
name was something quite differ ment the place wos spotless.
"Hup,” said White, and spinet
ent of course and he was command
stiffened, two lines were formed
ant of the Boston Navy Yard at
and eyes looked straight ahead.
the start of the first World War.
A moment of waiting and then
when I was a junior lieutenant in
the street door opened and a white
the Dental Corps of tiie Navy.
Bill got his nickname from his bulldog walked sedately in. He was
custom of borrowing a pea jacket followed by a red-faced stocky
man garbed no differently than
and watch cap from seme yeo
were
the enlisted men in my
man in his office and then, with
wait.ng
room; muffled to the eyes
ail insignia of his rank effectively
concealed, he would stroll through in a pea jacket and knitted watch
the precincts under hi> command, cap. There was, however, some
getting the low down on what was thing about him which made an
This
going on, and how it was being introduction unnecessary.
done. This led to a lot of amusing was Mr. Boss, himself, and did he
incident which he thoroughly en know it?
He stopped abruptly on the
joyed.
threshold
and glared ixligerently
I had heard about him and his
colorful personality leng before I at the assemblage. He acted sur
got to know him well, and the man prised and not particularly pleased.
ner of our getting better acquaint Then he saw me—
"What are you running here.
ed still scares me when I think
about it, although it happened 37 Doctor, a lyceum?
I was too flustered to answer and
years ago.
It was in the Winter and I was he continued: "You know I could
busy in my office at the dispen- use these men cleaning double
when the telephone rang and bottoms, instead of loafing around
Tom white, my assistant, a hos- here, don’t you?
Yes, sir.”
pita] steward of 30 years’ experi"Humpfh
—Well—Carry on,” he
ence jn the Navy, answered it
There were a dozen or more en- boomed.
The men, who were probably
listed men on the backless benches
in the waiting room and White more used to this sort of thing than
projected h.mself into that crowd I was, subsided indifferently on the
like a rooster into a flock of hens benches; the bull dog sniffed at
‘ Gimme a hand boys and clean White's legs, and the commandant
stepped into the operating room.
The sailor on whom I had been
Former Postma-ter George T
Hodgman died in Camden, aged 66 working quietly vacated the dental
Rockport town me<iing: Town chair and Pea Jacket Bill sat down
clerk, Charles L. Veazie; select in it with a loud wheezy grunt—
"Going up for Admiftil, Doctor.
men, W. F. Dillingham, Charlt
Ingraham and Henry KeUer; tax They tell me I’ve got to have my
collector, E. H. Bowers; road com- teeth examined - Regulations, you
missioner, Charles F. Ingraham: know—damned nuisance I call it.”
treasurer, Charles L. Veazie; school. While he talked, he pulled off
committee, Charles E. Gregory.
the watch cap, which he dropped
______________________________ ’ on the floor, and unbuttoned the
• top buttons of his pea coat giving
me a glimpse of a double row
of service ribbons on the officers’
Beautiful to look at
l coat under the pea jacket. He hadn’t
j smiled once and the silence out in
Beautiful to drive
the waiting room was almost op
presslve.
His bruqsue, "hard-boiled” man
ner, affected by some of the senior
Naval officers of his day, was new

and Mrs. Sidney 1. Snow, a son—
Barton Hunter.
Martinsville, March —, to Mr
and Mrs. Edward Chaples, a
daughter—Doris Arlene.
Rockland. March 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew A. Coffey, a son.
Rockland, March 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon E. Pickett, a daughter—
Arlene Dorothy.
• • • •
Thomaston town meeting: Town
clerk, E. M Clark; selectmen and
assessors for three years, Arthur J
Elliot; treasurer, J. Walter Strout;
overseer of poor, Rodney Jordan;
•chool committee, Charles Starrett;
chief of police. Clarence Upham;
total appropriations, $40,546.
Frederick T. Stetson, 71, died in
Rockport.
Vinalhaven closs parts: Ethel
Young valedictory, Helen Orcutt
salutatory, Phyllis Black prophecy
Marion Lyford history, Arlene Kos
suth will, Dorothy Cassie gifts.
Herbert J. Arey, 51. died in Vinal
haven.
Capt. Warren Mills, formerly ol
Thomaston, died in San Francisco
Andrew D. Lamb, Civil W’ar vet
eran died in Thomaston, aged 8>
years.
Frank Clark died at his home on
High street. Thomaston, aged 71
years.
Rockport's carnival netted $750
The C.mden Board of Selectmen
w.. organized with Zelma M. Dwichairman and T. .lennes.
French .<■ vice chairman. Herbert
A Thoma. wa appointed road commissioner.
Washington town meeting: B.
R. Sidelinger, W. O. Luce ana
Archie Hibbard selectmen, W. W
Light and Earl Grinnell, roaa
commissioners; tax collector, Ab
ner M. Hilt; M. B. Marr, treasurer
St. George '.own meeting: Select
men, assessors and overseers of pooi
Fred Smalley, Rodney Kinney and
William Brennan; tax collector and
trea-urer, Jo-eph Simmons; road
commissioner, Albert J. Rawley;
town clerk, C. E. Wheeler.
Joseph L. Arey, 75, died in Vi
nalhaven.
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“Pea Jacket Bill”

to me then. When I had reported
to him for duty in the Yard, the
commandant had seemed gracious
enough and I had liked him in
stinctively. This new attitude was
something entirely different and I
didn’t like it at all. I wanted to
say something and I did not know
quite how to do it. ,
Resentfully pondering the mat
ter, I had an inspiration which
never would have occurred to me
if I had not been so new in the
Service. In furtherance of this
brilliant idea I stuffed the old
gentleman's mouth full of cotton
rolls, got an arm around his neck
and reached for my engine. With
a large and vicious-looking burr
revolving rapidly about an inch
away from the Old Boy's nose, I
took a chance.
"A moment ago. sir, you asked
me a question. I think I can an
swer it now—if I may. I didn't
send these men up here to loaf in
my waiting room—It's just that I
don't let them go until I have a
chance to do something for them.”
The commandant’s eyes were
snapping, he squirmed a little and
looked from me to the whirling
burr. I kept it whirling until his
eyes softened and actually com
menced to twinkle. Then I took
the burr away and immediately
the air was full of cotton rolls.
“So help me God, I’ll never say
another word to you,’’ he said wonderingly. "Take a pride in your
work, do ye?—Well I like that—It's
what we need around here—You
keep right on and we'll get along
fine, (ha, ha, ho. ho, etc.). Further
more.” he grinned, Tf you need
anything, don't you bother with
any of these Medicos around here,
you come to me personally and I’ll
see you get it.”—He chuckled de
lightedly, evidently much pleased
that I had known no better than
to talk to him as I had.
I drew a long breath of relief
and from that time on Captain
W R. Rush had at leost one en
thusiastic admirer under his com
mand.
During that Winter I saw a lot of
the commandant. Often he would
drop in at the dispensary just for
a chat and a brief rest on his Yard
patrol. He sent over three new
benches (with backs on them) for
my waiting room, and he told me
many incidents of his naval service.
"Bravest man I ever saw," he
said once in speaking of a sailor
who had been with him at the
battle of Vera Cruz. "He stood

right beside me during the whole
engagement.”
One day when the snow was
blowing outside and the steam was
snapping in the little box of a
room where I had my desk, he
came in chuckling and hurried me
to the window. He pointed to two
dejected looking civilian yard
workmen sitting in the snow be
side a huge log.
“See those birds,” he grinned.
"They were soldiering in the lee
of the lumber yard when I first
saw them. They didn't see me.
but they saw my dog, and you
should have seen them scramble
They picked up that log, so that
I would think they were working
hard, and I just followed them. I
followed them all over the yard
before they dared to drop it. I
never said a word to them.
He got a great kick out of things
like that. Sometimes his sense of
humor was a little grim. A de
stroyer came in and bumped one
end of a wharf a little too hard in
making her landing. He sent word
to the commanding officer of that
ship. “If you don’t know how to
use a Navy Yard, you can get the
heck cut of it, (only he never used
such a mild word as “heck"when
he had something to say).
And there was another time when
a young officer from one of the
visiting ships in the Yard made a
social call at an inconvenient time
and found Old Bill in a rocking
chair on the porch reading his
paper. Bill had his coat off, also h’s
shoes. He was comfortable and
didn't relish being disturbed by
any young squirt making a call.
When the young man (who knew
perfectly well to whom he was
talking) politely inquired if the
Commandant was in. Bill glared at
him and grunted just one word:
"No.”
“You know what that sardine
had the nerve to say,” the com
mandant asked me in telling me
the story. “He looked me right
in the eye and said, "That's good.
I never did like the old sundowner
anyway.”
There were those who did not
like Pea Jacket Bill, but I am not
one of them. He was a bluff old
pirate with a heart as big as a bar
rel. He's gone now. but his memory
lingers on. He never did make his
admiral grade but wherever old
timers in the Navy foregather to
talk of old days, his name is men
tioned often and it will be remem
bered far longer than the less col-

Thursday and Friday are

Watch the little lady park

the beautiful, big car ... a
single finger on the steering wheel
can do it now, with Hydraguide.'

AT OUR STORE

Now Hydraguide Steering does four-fifths

NEW, LARGER
BOWL-FIT
BEATERS

of the work {

for you!

More EVEN
mixing
Greater

AERATION
ahink

of the easiest steering car you ever

drove . . . then imagine one five times easier

to steer! Chrysler's new Hydraguide power
steering . . . regular on Crown Imperials and
optional at extra cost on all New Yorker

and Imperial models . . . gives you

exactly that. Here is by far the greatest
single change in handling ease—and safety
—you ever found in any car. At your touch

on the steering wheel, the car mechanically

provides four-fifths of the energy to turn the
tires on the road. Like so much in these

The longest day’s drive you ever
made . . . without arm-andshoulder fatigue at the end.
Around the curves . . . over the
hills . . . Hydraguide does iourfifths of the work!
In tight city traffic ... on awk

ward driveways and roads . . .

Hydraguide means new safety,
new ease, new swiftness of steering
control!

new, so basically better than anything before,

The Most Basically New Cars of All!

that only when you try it can you ever know

Beneath the rich new beauty of these Chryslers for 1951
are 73 different improvements and advances. Among
them are the most basic new ideas in any cars for many
years! Like the revolutionary new FirePower engine,
of 180 horsepower, which gives owners of Chrysler
Imperial and New Yorker cars the most powerful, most
efficient, most all-around economical powerplant in any
car t day! And like the amazing new Chrysler Oriflow
shock absorbers, which give every new Chrysler car
riding ease with twice the shock-absorbing power oi any
other cars at any price. And with all their newness,
they're built to stand by you like no car you can buy!

CHRY
finest engineered cars in the world

his footsteps.

Origin Of “Bureau”
Clara Overlook Delves Into
It, and Uncovers Inter
esting Things
Washington, March 20.
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
The liking for old things, but
not be.ng a genuine collector, just
one who likes to know the how,
where and when these old things
originated I try to read and find
out their real sources if possible.
To be a genuine collector of some
particular type of early American
ism takes t.mes, research, study
many times over a period of years,
and if possession is the end, a
I.beral sum of money.
I have time for research and
study of early period objects and
enjoy knowing the orig n of some
when I see them, even if i haven’t
the money to purchase them.
Quite recently I was asked the
meaning and origin of the word
"Bureau,” as a piece of furniture
I found its several uses as well as
origin and passed it along with ex
planation. etc., but my own inter
est 'in the word did not end there.
I found that it was a French word
originally spelled "bureaux,” a
word used to designate a piece of
furniture used for storage of vari
ous articles, sometimes called a
"table-desk" or “commode” (be
cause of its flat top it could be used
as a table) and was used exclu
sively during the reigns of K.ngs
Louis XIV and XV. both of whom
were lovers of ornate furniture. In
France it was called bureau-table,
bureau-desk and commode-table.
Chippendale called it "French
commode table” and made it in
several styles, some with four
drawers, some w th less.
In the 18th Century it became
"chest of drawers” and later the
early settlers of America called it
‘chest’’ and it was one of the
earliest pieces of furniture brought
to this country From its original
desgn of three or four drawers in
height, to handle easier, it had
gradually been made with less
drawers until it was simply a box
for storage.
When it was made in the 14th
and 15th centuries it was mounted
on legs, hence its name table-bureu, table-desk,
commode-table,
clothes-press in another name we
find applied to these bureaus on
legs, but little <by little the term
bureau crowded out all other names
and we now simply call them bu
reau.
I am fortunate enough to have
an early made pine “chest of
drawers” or bureau with chest top
with two drawers below, which
came from the home of my grand
parents, who were of the third
generation of Germans, who came
to Waldoboro in the 1700’s and I
like to look at it and think of the
“linsey-woolsey,” dresses grand
mother wore and kept in that piece
of early American furniture of
early American years.
It happened one day some 20
years ago to be in Stockton Springs
and saw there some very beautiful
furniture brought from across the
water by an old sea captain. The
people who had it were old and
the younger generation had gone
modern and stored it out in the
barn, where it may be now, but I
doubt it.
I did buy some very lovely inlaid
ivory and pearl buttons that day
to add to my collection. Now today
buttons are scarce, but we find bu
reaus of all types although not
many that we call "chest of
drawers.” Some day no doubt
someone will probably be buying
our present day furnishings if the
collecting fad keeps up its work.
Clara Overlock.
‘Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
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LIGHTER, HIGHER, FINER-TEXTURED CAKES
Marvelous,

new

features for higher,

lighter cakes—creamier,

fluffier

mashed potatoes—velvet smooth icings, etc. MIXMASTER does the per
fect mixing job. New BOWL-FIT beaters shaped to fit both side and

new Chryslers . . . Hydraguide is so basically

what it really does!

Factory repre
sentative will
be in our store
both days to
demonstrate
Sunbeam prod
ucts for you.
Come in, let us
show you how
wonderful these
new labor sav
ing devices are.

orful personalities who follow in

SMITH’S GARAGE, Rockport, Me.

bottom of bowl. Bowls revolve automatically. All the batter gets a thor

ough, even mixing in LESS TIME. Your hands are always free to add in

gredients. In addition, all the other exclusive Mixmaster features that
make cooking, baking so fast and easy. Complete with two new, larger

heat-resistant

how ls,

automatic
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extractor.
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SUPERNATURAL TAKES OVER
A Weird Night On Cascade Alley—Worms
Work From Bottom To Top

f
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e

The wind howled and shrieked
and blew down a sign across the
street. The waves slapped mourn
fully against the piling and piers
and the building shuddered in the
grip of the storm. A black cat
slithered under a stone pile, while
a dog howled mournfully in the
distance. A gust of wind suddenly
blew the door open and a dark sin
ister looking stranger stepped'over
the threshold.
Outside the forces of evil were
at work in all their dark and devil
ish ways and inside the Cascade
Alleys they had a firm grip on
things too. The pins seemed vir
tually to be bewitched, the ^alls
would roll crazily in their erratic
course and even stout hearted men
quailed in the corner at the mani
festation of the strength of the
spirits.
Something was decidedly wrong
when such sterling bowlers as
Shields and Sanborn could only get
a 73 and a 77 string, respectively,

and when Peterson dropped from
193 to 73 the air was charged with
something more than carbonic acid
gas. In the opinion of many an old
timer there had never been an equal
to the hard breaks and all around
hard lurk displayed last Monday
night when the Ducks were shot
down by the blunderbusses of tfie
Pirates 1238 to 1253.
In the first string Shields got
seven half Worcester breaks or
picked out the quarter pin. In one
frame Bickford picked out both
quarter pins and then picked off
the head pin, something seldom
seen by anybody in the crowd. Oh,
it was a weird exhibition and the
boys are still talking about 1*
Secretly, some of them have de
cided to go to church next Sunday
to see if anything can be done
about it, or if things will be differ
ent afterward.
Frank “Sparkky” Adams was
called out of retirement to help the
Ducks out of a hole, and althougtt

W. C. LADD & SONS
INSURANCE
14 SCHOOL STREET,

f

ROCKLAND, ME.

Sub Agents in the following localities—

FRIENDSHIP—ELIZABETH G. WINCHENPAW
NORTH HAVEN—JOHN S. LERMOND
DEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING

44-Th-50

NIAGARA FIRE
80 Maiden Lane, New
ASSETS DEC.
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and
Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Bents,
All Other Assets,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not ad
mitted,

*

4

*

INS. CO.
THE PHtENIX INS. CO.
York, 38, N.Y.
Hartford, Conn.
31, 1050
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
$.50,785,25100 Real Estate,
$2,652,305.05
Mortgage Loans,
232.366.75
2.739,143.16 Stocks and Bonds,
96,713,300.00
2,872,210.16 Cash in Office and
118.060.69
Banks,
5,073.905.21
106,544.28 Agents’ Balances,
7,173,931.36
100,747.04 Bills Receivable,
71,176.39
Interest and Rents,
156.315.56
$64,721,956.33 All Other Assets,
408,099.39
64,273.42

Gross Assets,
$112,481,399.71
Deduct items not ad
Admitted,
$64,657,682.91
mitted,
502,224.28
LIABIUTIES DEC. 31 1950
Net Unpaid Losses,
$2,013,327 08
Admitted Assets, $111 .979.175.43
Unearned Premiums, 20.831,723.37
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1950
All other Liabilities,
2,221,775.26 Net Unpaid Losses,
$6,.720,275.47
Cash Capital,
5,000,000.00 Unearned Premiums,
30,585.114.25
Surplus over all Lia
All other Liabilities, 3, 201,913 99
bilities,
34,590,857.20 Market fluctuation and
---------------Contingency Reserve, 15.000,000.00
Total Liabilities and
Cash Capital,
7,500,000.00
Surplus,
$64,657,682.91 Surplus over all Lia.
---------------bilities,
48,971,871.72
SCOTTISH UNION AND NATION.
AL INSURANCE CO.
Total Liabilities and
75 Elm St., Hartford, 2, Conn.
Surplus,
$111579,175.43
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate,
$565,000.00
JETNA INSURANCE CO.
Mortgage Loans,
45,345.00
Hartford, Conn
Stocks and Bonds,
8,624,314 07
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Cash in Office and
Real Estate,
$3,118,019.74
Bank,
902,040.02 Stocks and Bonds
Agents' Balances,
1,630,513.91
(Book value),
102,475,275.61
Interest and Rents,
32,512.37 Cash in Office and
All Other Assets,
189.038.22
Bank,
13,417,371.53
Agents’ Balances,
7,106.624.97
Admitted Assets,
$11,988,763.59 Bills Receivable,
176.866.20
LIABIUTIES DEC. 31, 1950
Interest and Rents,
200,908.41
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,625,422 00 All Other Assets,
8,853,741.73
Unearned Premiums,
7,105,870.20
All Other Uabilities,
519,253.13
Gross Assets,
$135,348,808 19
Statutory Deposit,
500,000 00 Deduct items not ad
Surplus over all Lia.
mitted,
1,600,94717
bilities,
2,238218.26
Admitted,
$133,.747,861.02
Total Liabilities and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1950
Surplus,
$11,988,763.59 Net Unpaid Losses,
$15 .657.05721
Unearned Premiums, 59 ,506,029.83
ROYAL INDEMNITY CO
Conflagration and
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Misc. Reserves,
5 ,000,000.00
Stocks and Bonds,
$72,758,176.48 All other Liabilities,
6 .717,245.33
Cash in Office and
Cash Capital,
10 000,000.00
Bank,
4,113.848.60 Surplus over all
Agents’ Balances,
4,958,148.23
36,867,528.65
Liabilities,
Bills Receivable,
103.78
Interest and Rents,
215,626 16
Total Liabilities and
All Other Assets,
2,475,149.26
Surplus,
$133,747,861 02

Gross Assets,
$84,521,052.51
GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO.
Deduct items not ad
Portsmouth, N. II.
mitted.
666.279.42
ASSETS DEC 31, 1950
117,000.00
Admitted,
$83,854,773.09 Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
889.00
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1950
6,815,676.01
Net Unpaid Losses,
$28,490 489.59 Stocks and Bonds,
Unearned Premiums,
22,235,231.52 Cwsh in Office and
Bank,
596.567.85
All Other Liabilities,
6.342,090.60
806,988.04
Cash Capital,
2,500,000.00 Agents’ Balances,
BUls Receivable,
3.695.17
Surplus over all Lia
26.789.00
bUities,
24,286,961 38 Interest and Rents,
All Other Assets,
142,345 27
Total Liabilities and
Gross Assets,
$8,509,951.13
Surplus,
$83,854,773.09
Deduct items not ad
mitted,
14,299 98
THE WORLD FIRE AND MA
RINE INSURANCE CO.
$8,495,651.15
Admitted,
Hartford Conn.
UABILITIES DEC. 31, 1950
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
$850,922.80
Net Unpaid Losses,
Stocks and Bonds,
3.631299 22
Unearned Premiums,
(Book value),
$9,396.949 25 All Other Liabilities,
782,007.10
Cash in Office and
1,000.000 00
Cash
Capital,
Bank.z
1.670,850.80 Surplus over all Liabili
Agents’ Balances,
1,619.900.79
2.231.421.33
ties,
Bills Receivable,
39.775.94
Interest and Rents,
39,257.59 Total LiabUities and
AU other Assets,
409,67458 Surplus,
$8,495,651.15
Gross Assets,
$13,176,408.95
Deduct items not ad
mitted
'
60,631.98

Admitted,
$13,115,776.97
LIABIUTIES DEC .31, 1950
let Unpaid Losses,
$1,035,238.37
'nearned Premiums,
5.183.451 45
Jl Other Liabilities,
625,117.45
:ash Capital,
2,500,000.00
-urplus over all Lia
bUities,
3,771269 70
Total LiabUities and

ft

he failed to spark aU through the
first string (limping in on one cyl
inder with a 57) he managed to get
a bit better as the game progressed,'
and claimed he would lick the pants
off Cap'n Grimes the next time
they tangled. Frankie claimed it
was nothing but that old black
magic and an accumulation of rust
A Senate subcommittee investi
in his joints that was his trouble. gating an alleged influence ring,
Nothing but what a few incanta said to have brought pressure on
tions and a little oil would cure.
the Reconstruction Finance Cor
Herb Loveless cracked under the poration, had developed testimony
strain of his bad breaks and finally to the effect that a woman steno
they caught him down in the cor- j grapher in the White House is
ner mumbling something that start wearing a mink coat which has
ed with "Dear Lord" and ended been charged to the account of a
with “Amen.” but all to no avail. Washington lawyer who has en
The pins simply would not fall, no joyed unusual success in obtaining
matter where they were hit.
loans from the RP.C.
Ducks—Adams 211, Drew 240,
The story is being aired in the
Nelson 257. Sanborn (for Poole) 259, newspapers and both the woman’s
Ducky 271, total 1238.
husband and the Washington law
Pirates—Bickford 246, Loveless yer have testified that the coat was
243. Anderson 247, Peterson 264 pand for (if it has been paid for)
Shields 253, total 1253.
by the husband from a loan made
Wynnes Worms, that embattled to him by the lawyer in question,
outfit that has been chewing away secured by a note.
on wood ever since the start of the 1 This mixup is interesting to me
present City League, finally landed i because I got into a similar mess
in the sun berth when they defeat at one time and it was hard to
ed the last place Ganders by 118 j convince my wife that I was inno
pins, last Wednesday night, taking cent in the matter.
four points to top the faltering
Some years ago a friend of mine
Ducks.
walked into a restaurant in New
The Ganders must have been suf Haven, ordered veal chops and told
fering from a hangover of the jinx the waiter to telephone for an am
and hex mystery that hit the Mon bulance as he had just taken
day night match between the Pi enough poison to kill several men
rates and the Ducks for they were Before the ambulance arrived, he
in very bad form, their first three : was dead.
men especially, and while the Arey 1 It is difficult to make a tragedy
Brothers, Harold and Goose, strove like this into a humorous story,
manfully, they could not overcome j and I am not going to try it. There
the slashing attack of the Worms ’ is nothing but sadness and heart
Captain Wymie, who has been ache in the tale and a feeling ot
sharpshooting with the accuracy of distress that such things have tc
a telescope target rifle lately, was ; happen. It has happened before
again in the vanguard with a high and will doubtless happen again as
string of 111 and a total of 324, j long as there is love in the world
and -with the support of his two and the pity of it is there is noth
“Docs" the Worms busted out all ing anyone can do about it.
I never knew Mac’s wife. I had
over.
With only three more Games to seen her, of course, and she was
Mac, himself,
be played in the schedule, two of very attractive.
which the Ducks will be contenders would never have taken any prizes
in, and one of these two with the at a beauty show and I had won
Worms, there is a chance that the dered how this oddly assorted pair
Ducks might nose out the Worms
for the pennant. To do this they
SWAN'S ISLAND
will have to win seven of the eight
Byard Rodman
point remaining, and that would be
It was with deep regret that the
more than could be expected of the
people of Swan’s Island learned of
Ducks in their present condition | the recent death of Byard Rodman,
With the Pirates only one point ’
who for the past 40 years has been
behind the Ducks there is a possi I a Summer resident of the island.
bility that the Buccaneers might
Mr. Rodman was a teacher in the
also slip into second place if the
New York City Public School sys
Ducks strike a head wind some
tem until his retirement several
where along the line. At any rate
years ago. He was always,intense
we shall see what we shall see.
ly interested in Swan’s Island and
Worms—Grimes 232, Rae 273,
] its affairs, and he will be greatly
Mills 285, Sanborn 267, Wymie 324,
missed.
total 1381.
Ganders—MacDonald 217, Young
SEARSMONT
241, Kalloch 243, H. Arey 283
The postponed Layman’s pro
Goose 279, total 1263.
gram was held at the Community
Standing Up To April 9
Games
Points Church on Sunday with John S
W. L.
W. L. ; Howard of Union, the District
Lay Leader, as the speaker, Harola
rWorms,
Cobb, the local Lay Leader, was n
Ducks,
j charge of the service, and he wa
Pirates,
1 assisted by Harcourt Daniels, whe
Ganders
led the Responsive Reading, ana
Albert Bardsley, Sr., who read the
Scripture Lesson. The choir, with

Surplus,

$13,115,77627

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette I

GEORGE BUYS A FUR COAT

Walker Bulldog Tank

The Production Models Have
Been Made Public For
Which He Never Saw and ’Twas For a Woman
the First Time

How did
find it?

Nine

VINALHAVEN

UNION

ICRS. ALLIE LANE

Mrs. Florence Calderwood
Correspondent

Correspondent

Telephone 8$
Production models of the Cad
illac built Walker Bulldog tank To celebrate her birthday anni
versary last Saturday Mrs. France? |
have been made public for the
Young was guest of honor at a
had been drawn together in the
first time at the Division’s Cleve party given at the home of her i
fir?t place. She was quiet and de
land Tank Plant.
daughter, Mrs. Ethel Doughty, by
mure. He was gay and witty.
We were at Charleston when he ' The Walker Bulldog, a modifica the family and several friends. A
came into my room aboard the hos tion of the T41. was assigned to pleasant social evening was en
pital ship, Mercy, with a note he Cadillac for engineering and pro joyed with music. Refreshments of
wanted me to endorse. He was duction in July of last year. This ice cream and a handsomely deco
borrowing the money, he said, tc fighting vehicle is highly maneu rated birthday cake made by Mrs.
verable, light—weighing only 25.8 Irma Holbrook were served Mrs
buy his wife a fur coat.
A request to endorse a note lor tons, and can be transported by Young received a showeT of cards
a shipmate was not unusual and; air. Fire power is accentuated in and a large number of fine gifts
his reason for wanting the money its high velocity 76 mm gun, which The guests departed at a late hour
was not hard for a married man to ( is controlled to keep “on target’ with best wishes to the guest of
honor for "many happy returns of
understand. The Navy was a over the sharpest bumps.
During this preliminary period the day.”
closely knit family in those days
and after I had written my name, more than 14.000 machines, tools Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle were
he thanked me in a characteristic and miscellaneous equipment were visitors at Rockland Monday.
manner and told me with a wide ordered. In addition, an extensive
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
grin, that he would do something maintenance program was rushea was entertained Monday night by
for me also; he would make an ex to completion to provide powei Mrs. Mora Thomas. Lunch was
ception in my case and pay tne lines .work areas and other neces served and the evening passed w ith
sary services. Initial production is cards, first honors going to Mrs
note when it became due.
That was that, but Mac’s wife now being achieved with only a Margie Chilles, second to Mrs
never came to Charleston wearing portion of the equipment which Muriel Lane.
the new coat, as he expected her to will eventually be used in the
Miss Norma Whittington has re
do.
Instead she wrote that she plant.
turned from a few days’ visit a:
couldn’t come and Mac, who was' Commenting on the delivery of
Portland.
usually cheerful and light hearted. [ Walker Bulldog tanks to the Armec
Miss Louise Wareham has re
grew sober and reflective. He said Forces ahead of schedule Mr. Aturned'
to her home here after
hrens
said,
"The
excellent
progress
nothing, however, and kept sending
spending
the Winter with her
most of his money home as usual. on this job has been made possible
daughter. Miss Ellen Wareham. at
in
a
large
part
through
unrestrict

Finally he got a few days’ leave
ed co-operation by all who have Exeter, N H
and went home himself.
John Peppard spent the week
I never saw him again and what had a part in this program.”
In addition to the work being end at Rockland to visit Mrs. Pep
may have happened in New York
I can only surmise. My only infor performed directly on the vehicle pard who has been a patient for
mation came from the loan com at the Tank Plant, more than 1400 five weeks at Knox Hospital. Mrs
pany in the form of a request to vendors are supplying materials, Peppard went Wednesday for sev
make good on the balance of $200 parts or performing machining op eral weeks’ stay with her daughter
still due on the note. I offered half erations on parts for this vehicle. and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Rob
that amount to settle the matter The current value of the Cadillac ert Carroll, at Plymouth, N. H.
A cake and candy sale, sponsored
tank program is at an estimated
and it was accepted.
by the Community Health Council,
Thus it happens that I bought a total of one-half billion dollars.
will be held Saturday afternoon,
fur coat which I never saw for a
The Farm Bureau met April 6 April 14. at 2 o’clock at; the Fiwoman I never knew, and the
trawnsaction indirectly led to her with Maude Mank, 14 members field store.
Richard Hammond of Lewiston
husband's suicide. There may be being present. The next meeting
something funny in this somewhere will be April 20 at Mrs. Hattie Wil was overnight guest Monday at
but it was never very laughable to liams, and will be on "Salads that The Millers.
Mrs Gladys Coombs was hostess
Suit."
me.
G. H. Reed.
Marylin, Philip and Sherwood to the Birthday Club Friday night
at her home on High street. A de
Mrs. Richard Goebel as accompan Reynolds of Thomaston were week
licious supper was served at 6.30.
end
guests
of
their
grandfather,
ist, rendered two selections “I wil,
The evening was pleasantly passed
Sing the Wondrous Story” anc Cleveland Walter.
with handiwork and music, includ
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lexton
Mank
were
"The Touch of His Hand on Mine.’
ing duet singing by Harry Coombs
Mrs. Gertrude Esancy arrivea Sunday afternoon callers on Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Arey. Other guests
Saturday from Corpus Christie and Mrs. Raph Dean.
were Mrs. Leola Smith, Miss EmilyMrs.
Maude
Mank
and
Mrs.
Lydia
Texas, to visit at the home of her
Winslow, Mrs. Louise Anderson,
Morse
were
shoppers
in
Augusta
on
parents, Mr. and Mis. Lawrence
Mrs Margaret Adams. A cordial
Saturday
afternoon.
Harriman.
welcome back was given to Mrs.
Mrs.
Roland
Miller
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Collins oi
May Tolman who has been out of
Annie
Miller
were
callers
Saturday
Union, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymona
town during the Winter.
afternoon
on
Mrs.
Florence
Mank.
Harriman, Miss Faith Harriman
Harold Wiggin of Union, Super
Rev.
Alice
Hart
of
Togus
was
a
and Tech. 3c and Mrs. Melvin Box
intendent of Schools, was guest
dinner
guest
Sunday
of
Mr
.and
and baby spent the week-end with
Monday and Tuesday at The
Mrs. Harriman’s aunt, Mrs. Alex Mrs. Victor Ghigi.
Millers.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Herbert
Witham,
Crockett, in Andover, Mass.
Mrs. Ola Ames, who has been the
who have been passing the Winter
with Mr. and Mrs. Victor Bum- guest of Mrs. Frances Young and
NORTH WALDOBORO
heim have returned to their home Mrs. Ethel Doughty, returned Tues
Miss Lena Ray of Burkettville at Muscongus.
day to her home at Scituate. Mass.
has been spending a week with Es
The monthly meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs Lester Moore and
ther Lawson.
family of Washington were callers Elizabeth Hutchison Bible Class
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cunningham Sunday night of Mr. and Mrs. Lex- was held Tuesday afternoon at
Union Church vestry with a good
of Bangor were callers Sunday on ton Mank.
Following the busi
Maude Mank.
Callers Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. attendance
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walsh ob Perl Carroll were Mrs.‘Oscar Smith, ness meeting the afternoon was
served their 56th wedding anniver Raymond Borneman of Warren and devoted to sewing and refreshments
sary April 6.
Mrs. Elva Borneman of Thomaston. were served.

He Never Knew

NEW GAS-SflVINC
’ROCKET" ENGINE

Telephone 10-24
Methodist Church
"Family Sunday" will be observed
at the Methodist Church on April
22. The 1001 families wil be list
ed and the mothers of each pre
sented with a small corsage A
10? family includes the mother
and faiher (if both living) and all
their children living in town.
Small children (pre-school age)
may be left in the Kindergarten
in the vestry during the service.
Committee on invitations are
Mr? David Carroll, Mrs. Edward
Alden, Mrs. John Cunningham,
Mr?, John Creighton, Mrs. Robert
McKinley, Mr? Howard Hawes,
Mrs. Willard Howard. Miss Isabel
Abbott Mrs Merton Payson, Mrs.
Maynard Lucas. Mrs. Lucius Bark
er.- Mr? Stephen Kirkpatrick, Mrs.
Charles Burges?, Mrs. Frank Cal
derwood. Mrs Bliss Fuller, Mrs.
Carroll Heald, Mrs. John Burns,
Mr?. George Bosser, Mrs. Allen
Young, Mrs. Nelson Calderwood,
Mrs. Holman Robbins, Mrs. Robert
Farris and Mrs. Edmund Harding
Committee on registration will
be Mr- Merton Payson and Mrs.
John Burn?. To present corsages,
Mr? Hazel Peabody, and Mrs.
George Bo?ser. The Men’s Choir
will be directed by R E. Thurston.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
For full information contact your nearooi
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office

Vic Vet says
'

CAREPUL.PAL.' OONTWAKE

I AN UNDERCOVER'SIDE RAYMENT*

ON AGI NOME LOAN IN ORDER
TO GET AROUND TUE REASONABLE
VALUE FOR THE NOME

VA •

SET BY

IT£ ILLEGAL!

Happy Is The Day
When Backache
Goes Away....
When kidney function slows down, many
folks complain of nagging backache. loss of
p« p and energy, headaches ard dizziness.
Don't suffer longer with these discomforts
if reduced kidney function is getting you
down—due to such common causes as stress
and stiain. ovei-exertion or exposure to
cold. Mine’ bladder irritations due to cold
or wrong diet may cause getting up nights
or frequent passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan's Pills —a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over 50 years. While often otherwise caused,
it's amazing how many times Doan's give
happy relief from these discomforts—help
the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today I

Naw advances make Oldjmobile's "Rocket” even

more economical for 19511 Try it yourselfl

SUPER

Classified
Telephone
Directory

YELLOW
PAGES

Oldsmohile Super
4-Door Sedan. * HydraMatte
optional at extra cost. Equipment. neressortet,
and trim illustrated subject to change u. about notice.

/>riue

TOP "ROCKET” BUY OF THEM ALL!
- ---------------------------------------------------- SEE

' Twin Symbols of
INDEPENDENCE

Page

• Products
• Services
• Supplies
- .
a

Meet the newest new car on the road! Meet Oldsmohile’s
triumphant Super "88”—and check its major advance
ments! Appearance is ncu! Striking new style marks the
Super "88”! Body is new! Rigger, wider, roomier—with
wonderful new visibility! Chassis is ncu! Brilliantly engi-

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

A GENERA! MOTORS VALUB
K
neered for complete riding comfort! Drive is ncu ! Oldsmohile
Hydra-Matic Drive* is even easier to operate! Kngine is
new! Oldsmohile’s famous "Rocket” brings you new thrill
ing action, new gasoline savings! See the Super "88” in our
showroom! Meet the new all-time hitih in Oldsmohile value!

DEALER -----------------------------------------------------

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET

'

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Mrs. Spencer Again

OUTDOOR
AROUND

KNOX
■ '?

By Ralph W. Tyler
Here is the late requested sum
mary of the deer kill for the 1950
open season as taken from a map
compiled by Deputy Commissioner
W. Earle Bradbury, of the Maine
Fish and Game Department.
Total for the State, 39.216, of
which 22,083 were bucks. Penob
scot County again headed the list
with 6.002 and Sagadahoc, the
smallest county, reported 353.
Seboeis of Penobscot, the State
highest of the 1949 season, bowed
to Greenfield of Hancock in the
township check-off for 1950 with
a total 355 deer.
Waldo County led in our area
with a total of 1597, Palermo still
holding the lead of the previous
year with 139.
The town of Whitefield led in
Lincoln County with 138 deer, the
county total being 997.
Knox County was up 35 over 1949
with a total of 554 of which 121
were shot in Warren.
The long heralded State stocking
committee to discuss the planting
of hatchery raised fish in Maine
waters with new Commissioner
Roland Cobb, met Monday in the
Legislative chambers of the State
House. Each county was repre
sen'ed by one or more picked men
from each active fish-game organi
zation. There appeared to be
around 100 present and Knox Coun
ty was represented by Mark Wads
worth. Rockport, Elliot Smith, In
graham Hill and myself.
Bob Elliot presided as chairman
and Commissioner Cobb keynoted
the meeting by a short outline of
its purposes and his hopes of estab
lishing a statewide committee to
co-operate with the State Depart
ment officials and its biologists in
a program of economy and effi
ciency for the welfare of fish as
well as the fishermen.
If the Department managed to
grasp any concrete and practical
stocking ideas by which the fish
ermen of the State as a whole
would benefit, such ideas failed to
register with me.
The three and a half hour ses
sion was practically dominated by
speakers from the larger counties
and the Fisheries Division of the
Department was repeatedly criti
cized for its fish handling policies,
particularly in Aroostook County.
discussions rambled from the
shooting of sheldrakes, to the eli
minating of salt from the sand
used on our highways in Winter. I

failed to hear but few words men
tioned regarding stocking and I
returned home with the modest re
quests of the Knox County Fish
and Gafne Association to the De
partment still unread in my pocket
Earle Conant of the Maine Fish
and Game Association made an at
tempt to salvage the purposes of
the meeting which may have some
results later, but I see no immedi
ate changes in the present stocking
policy of the Department from the
outcome of last Monday’s meeting.
The impressions of this meeting
may have registered differently
on delegates Wadsworth and Smith
of Knox County, but after listening
to the demands of the larger and
more northern counties which are
covered with good trout and sal
mon waters I couldn't help thinking
what a headache the administra
tion of our fish and game can be.
Here in Knox County we measure
our suitable trout and salmon
waters almost in gallons. The
northern areas measure theirs in
miles.
We seek just reasonably good fish
ing for our natives and a few non
resident fishermen and our small
demands get almost unhesitating
co-operation from the Department
at times even exceeding our de
mands by several thousand fish.
I see no point in making requests
for fish that will overstock our
waters. In the eight years prior to
June 30. 1950. the Department has
stocked 372,800 fish in Knox County
Our 1951 requests will be around
40.000 and we will get them with
out question.
There is no ground for criticism
of Supt. Gerry Wade or his asso
ciates in Knox County, that has
ever come to my attention.
• • • •
Salt Pond in East Friendship paid
off opening day. The members of
the Knox County Fish and Game
Association who worked hard on
the project feel as happy as if they
were welcoming a new-born son.
still I don't know but the credit
for the recent success there will
have to go to the good judgement
of Leland Briggs and his stocking
truck operator who diverted 1000
brook trout assigned to Maple-juice
Brook last October and released the
fish in Salt Pond because of low
water conditions.
Several fine trout were taken at
the outlet last Sunday, Sam Batty
and Edwin Witham being among
those who connected.

Thomaston Woman Will
Serve Second Year As
Deputy Commander
Mrs. Clayton L. Spencer of Thom
aston. who has served as a Maine
Cancer Society volunteer since 1949,
has been appointed deputy com
mander for Knox County for the
second consecutive year, according
to an announcement made today
by Mrs. Everett R. Noble of Thom
aston, county commander.
In accepting her appointment,
Mrs. Spencer said, “It is a privi
lege to participate in this great
life-saving crusade and to help
one’s neighbors in this fight against
life’s greatest enemy—cancer."
Mrs. Spencer is active in Grace
Chapter. Order of the Eastern Star,
in which she now holds the office of
conductress She has participated
in the Knox County Hospital Drive, I
and March of Dimes.

he said "he would go and have a
smoke." After wishing me bon
voyage, he disap]>eared
As we neared Camden, the purser
came for the tickets, I looked for
mine which was in my purse, but
where was my purse?
Had I dropped it overboard when
leaving the rail? No, of course not.
I’d known it if I had.
Imagine my feelings when it
came to my mind that the stranger
who fixed my glove fastener had
put my purse in his pocket. What
was I to do! There I was without a
penny! When the purser got to
me, all I could do was tell him

about it and ask his advice. He
was very nice to me, but he said
"I will find that man, but you will
have to come with me."
I don’t think I was ever so em
barrassed in my life! We walked
all over that steamer. Finally I es
pied him talking with a group of
men. I pointed him out to the
pur-er. He said, “Now you go right
up to him and tell him you would
like to have your purse. I think by
the looks of him he has forgotten
about it”
I felt as if I’d rather jump over,
board than do it. When the man
aw me with the purser, he did not

BOBILL’S
Store Ilnurs—Open from 8.00 A. M. 1 j 9.00
Ini luding Sundays.

P. M.

Fastened Her Glove

Native Fowl, Pete Edwards’ .. lb. .49

And Stranger Also Fastened
Onto Mrs. John Andrews’
Purse

Pork Choos............................ ... lb. .55

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I was sailing down the Pcnobscot River on the fine old steamer
City of Rockland, and as I stood
by the rail watching the sea, I noticed a man across the deck, looking at me.
I was dressed in a green suit,
green hat, green gloves, etc., and
was as green as I looked, 1 guess.
By and by the man came over to
me, lifted his hat, begged my par
don and said he had noticed “one
of my gloves did not fasten.” I told
him 'they were new and something
ailed the fastener
I had never
been able to make it work.” He
said if I would pardon him. he
could fasten it for me. Being only
too glad to have it done. I held out
my hand to him.
It happened I was holding my
purse in that hand. As he took
my hand he said 'Til relieve you of
this for the time being" and took
my purse and dropped it in his
coat pocket. He fixed the fastener
for which I was much pleased. I
thanked him kindly and we began
to chat. He said, “he was married"
and showed me a picture cf a dar
ling little girl he was wearing in
his watch, said “she was his
daughter."
We found enough to talk about
viewing the attractions along the
Penobscot River, then after a while

Pip’s Liver............................

If you run out of hot dish mats
use several layers of newsprint,
bind the edges and there you have
them, at very slight cost. Newsprint
on sale at The Courier-Gazette
(unprinted).
1*50

Read The Courier-Gazette

MWJ $AV£ 40?

on a pint can of
N£W DUPONT
DUCO
$£MI-GIO$$
MT.

PRICES ARE LOW AT

For “acking shipments of fragile
merchandise, nothing is more prac
tical than old newspapers. Bundles
10 cents and up at The CourierGazette.
62'aw

whether or not he was an hon
est or a dishonest man?
I would never know.
Wherever we went on a trip
after that, mother would say
good-bye,” be a good girl and hold
on to your peketbeok."
Mrs. John Andrews,
34 Mechanic street., Camden.

look any different, but when I
walked up to him and asked for my
purse, you should have seen his
face! He reached in his pocket,
took out my purse and said “young
lady can you ever forgive me?” He
had never thought of it again. I
shall never forget the expression
on his face nor how those men with
whom he was talking, looked at
him. What troubled me afterwards

KS. «. S.

/ can have
e„y-to-clean DUCO
in every room

OFF.

ENAMEL
Special Introductory Offer

... lb. 39

Smoked Shoulder, lean, 4-6 lbs. lb. .49
j
'
!
j
j

|

Reports have it the trout were
"drifters,” having had access to the
tidal waters of the Meduncook
River since the screen went out in
an early Winter storm. Several of
the fish caught were over 12 inches j
lone, representing an excellent
growth since their release. Weather
and water conditions permitting
the screen will be replaced shortly I
• • • •
Vernon Achorn, vice president of
K. C. F. G. Association, estimated
500 trout were caught at Forest
Lake, Friendship, on opening day.

1 Lb. Cello Roll Sausage ... ... lb. .43
Armour’s Frankfurters ... ... Ib. .49

j
1

Armour’s P»aeon................... .. lb. .47
Cloverbloom Butter ............ . . lb. .73

j
j

Miracle Whip Salad Dressing .. qt. .69

B

Vienna Sausage...................

l\

Hunt’s Tomato Sauce .... 3 cans .29
Tea Bags................... 48 count pkg. .29 i

J

Oleo

.........................................

Cream Style Corn..............

No. 21/2 Fancy Tomatoes ..

2 lbs. .59

DUCO One

2 cans .35

2 cans .31
.. can .27

W coupon ^ble!

r

Use it today

and
|
|

''Duco*

try NEV/

semi-gloss

Semi'tf''^

r

THIS COUPON WORTH
toward purchase of pint can of new Du Pont DUCO
Semi-Gloss Enamel. One can per customer. Offer
good for limited time only.

1

One Pie Apples...................... .. can .17

|

Stokelev’s Apple Sauce .... .. can .17

Name-

5

Armour’s Baked Beans ... 2 cans .39

Address.

1

City------------------------------------

Sweet Potatoes..................... .. can .25

OFFK EXPIRES JULY 1, 1951 r

I

Potatoes.................................

, peck .41

Cukes......................................

. each .19

Dandelions............................

peck .29

Carrots .................................

-Zone.

-State-

: CASH VALUK l/tOTH OP A CKNT -

H. CRIE & CO.
HEATING AND

Tomatoes............................... 2 pkgs. .35

Larre Navel Oranges..........

Coat Magic

* simple to apply—quick drying
★ tough, easy-to-c!ean surface
■fr sparkling, modern colors
* available in either gloss or

. doz. .49

Tel.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

Tel.

2 bchs. .21

205

328 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

206

You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Save the surface and you save all!

BOBILL’S MARKET

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

FAINTS
- • a.

FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

/ia&frSKrr -cd

OUR GIGANTIC REMOVAL SALE CONTINUES!
Our Present Store Will Be Cleared To The Bare Walls

We Offer UNPRECEDENTED VALUES In Women’s Wear
Unequalled In Rockland’s History

Hosiery - Slips - Panties - Housecoats - Gowns
Pajamas - Skirts - Blouses - Dresses
Coats - Suits ■ etc.

EVERY ARTICLE IN THE STORE WILL BE SOLD
PRICES CUT TO THE BONE

j

